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(ABSTRACT)

BIDES (A BIST Design Expert System) is an expert system for incorporating BIST into a digital

circuit described with VHDL. BIDES modifies a circuit to produce a self-testable circuit by inserting

,\ s BIST hardware such as pseudorandom pattem generators and signature analysis registers. In inserting

BIST hardware, BIDES not only makes a circuit self-testable, but also incorporates the appropriate type

of BIST structure so that a set of user-specified constraints on hardware overhead and testing time can

be satisfied. This flexibility comes from the formulation of the BIST design problem as a search

problem. A satisfactory BIST structure is explored through an iterative process of evaluation and

regeneration of BIST structure. The process of regeneration is performed by a problem solving technique

called hierarchical planning. In order to apply a hierarchical planning technique, we introduce an

abstraction hierarchy in BIST design. Using the abstraction hierarchy, the knowledge of the BIST design

process is represented with several operators defined on the abstraction levels. This type of knowledge

representation in conjunction with hierarchical planning led to an easy implementation of the system and

results in an easily modifiable system.

In this dissertation, we also study a BIST scheme called cascade testing. ln cascade testing, a

signature analysis register is used concurrently as a test pattem generator in order to reduce the overall

testing time by improving testing parallelism. The characteristics of the pattems generated by the sig-

nature analysis register are investigated through analysis as well as experiments. lt is shown that the

pattems generated by signature analysis registers are rarely repeated when the number of pattems

generated is relatively small compared to the number of all possible pattems. lt is also shown that the

pattems generated by signature analysis registers are almost random. Therefore, signature analysis reg-

isters can be used effectively as pseudorandom pattem generators. The practicality of cascade testing is

investigated by fault simulation experiments using an example circuit.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The increasing complexity of Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits has

made the testing of the circuits more difficult. Among the reasons for this increase in

testing difficulty are decreased accessibility of intemal nodes due to the higher gate to

pin ratios and new failure modes introduced by the new technology. One general

approach to addressing this testing problem is embodied in a collection of techniques

known as Design For Testability (DFT) [l]. _

The DFT techniques are divided into two categories [2]. The first category is that

of ad hoc techniques for solving the testing problem. These techniques solve a problem

for a given design and are not generally applicable to all designs. This is contrasted

with the second category of structured approaches. These techniques are generally

applicable and usually involve a set of design rules by which designs are implemented.

Built-In Self—Testing (BIST) is one of the structured DFT techniques, providing for test

pattem generation and {CSI response evaluation to occur within the logic itself [3][4].

DFT techniques can alleviate the testing problem, but penalties are also incurred due

to the set of design rules that must be obeyed. Major penalties are the additional silicon

area and design cost. DFT can be introduced at all phases of the design process, but

it should be considered early in the design process in order to reduce the penalties

incurred.

l
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There are two main ways to take testability into account while developing com-

puter design—aids: (1) automated design tools which directly take into account test-

ability consrraints, (2) tools which verify compliance with DFT methodologies of

already existing chips. Both cases describe particular problem aspects of the general

design problem, i.e., the creation of an implementation starting from an abstract

specification by means of intelligence operation.

A significant improvement in automated synthesis and verification has been

produced by the introduction of knowledge-based expert systems, i.e., programs that

mimic human behavior in problem-solving [5]. Such tools were originally developed

by Artificial Intelligence (AI) researchers and applied to various domains, ranging from

chemistry to medicine. Recent years have witnessed an increasing number of

knowledge-based systems in Computer-Aided Design (CAD), as well as in the field of

Computer-Aided Testing (CAT). There are many good reasons that predict the success

of these AI CAD/CAT tools.

1. In general, the nature of the design problem is not yet well-understood and

changes too rapidly for solutions to be encoded in algorithms.

2. Human experts are available for knowledge-transfer; typical problems take humans

from several minutes to several hours to solve, thus they can be tackled by current

technology.

3. Expert systems are very flexible and allow the tool makers to add, modify and

validate new knowledge with relatively little effort.

Expert systems also have their drawbacks; human expertise is often incomplete

and difficult to encode in a machine usable form. Also, programming tools supporting

expert system implementation are very far from being efficient. Hence, up to now only

a few systems have had a real impact on designers.
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This dissertation presents a CAD tool called BIDES (BIST Design Expert Sys-

tem) that enables a designer to easily incorporate BIST into original IC designs.

BIDES was developed using the knowledge-based expert system approach.

Incorporation of BIST requires a high degree of expertise. Given that the designer will

be completely engrossed in developing the functionality of a circuit, it would be

advantageous to relieve him/her of some of the responsibility of incorporating testing

into the design. BIDES can alleviate the need for the designer to be a Design For

Testability (DFT) expert. Rather, the designer need only become familiar with the

methodology and the tool, and be able to make trade~off decisions similar to those

made in the original system design. This is the primary motivation of the research.

-As will be reviewed, the process of BIST design can be characterized as the

creation of control logic and testing resources. There are several ways to provide

testing resources to a given design, each having different characteristics. Trade-offs

also exist among BIST structures. Hence, BIST design must be performed according

to the objectives of the designer. A CAD tool for incorporating BIST must be capable

of finding a BIST implementation which meets the design objectives. The tool must

be able to explore possible BIST implementations and evaluate them compared with

the design objectives. This is the major objective pursued in developing BIDES.

The secondary goal pursued is to make an easily modifiable system. As tech-

nology develops, new testability problems may arise. Since BIST knowledge is

dynamic, it is important that the knowledge in the tool be observable so that the tool

can be modified easily. In order to make an easily modifiable system, an attempt is

made to represent the BIST design knowledge abstractly by defining an abstraction

hierarchy in BIST. The inclusion of abstract knowledge also makes the BIST design
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represented in the system easier to understand. Moreover, this abstract knowledge will

be the basis for the explanation capability of the system which can be implemented in

the future.

In this dissertation, we also study a BIST scheme called cascade testing [6]. The

cascade testing scheme has been used in testing real circuits [7][8] because it offers

the advantage of short testing time. However, there has been no theoretical study for

cascade testing. We investigate the characteristics of cascade testing analytically. Then,

the result of this analysis will be reviewed through the experiments.

In Chapter 2, we discuss the background of the research. We first briefly review

BIST techniques and their implementation mechanisms. Next is a review of the pre-

vious research on automated DFT.

In Chapter 3, we first identify the problem involved with automated BIST

incorporation. Then, the problem solving strategy adopted in BIDES is discussed. The

incorporation of BIST is defined as a search process which consists of an iterative

process of evaluation and regeneration. Next, an overview of the design process based

on the search strategy is described. The tasks necessary for automatied BIST incor-

poration performed by BIDES are specified. The last two sections of the chapter dis-

cuss the knowledge representation techniques adopted in BIDES. In order to provide

the flexibility to allow for knowledge modification, an abstraction hierarchy in BIST

design is defined. Using the defined hierarchy, knowledge about BIST design is rep-

resented with procedures on each abstraction level. The actual BIST incorporation is

performed using the technique called hierarchical planning.

From Chapter 4 through Chapter 7, we describe each step in the design process

in detail. In Chapter 4, we discuss structure extraction from a VHDL description of an

original design, which is an input to BIDES. The VHDL description is translated into
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a Prolog description which is processed by BIDES. We discuss an appropriate VHDL

modeling style for BIST design. The Prolog description of the hardware is also

described.

As the initial step of the search process for finding a right type of BIST structure,

Chapter 5 describes the test structure building step; the initial BIST structures are

incorporated into the design. In Chapter 6, the methods for evaluation of a BIST

implementation are described. A BIST implementation is evaluated in temis of hard-

ware overhead and testing time. In Chapter 7, we describe the final step in the search

process, the regeneration of BIST implementation. If the current BIST implementation

cannot satisfy the design objectives, then a new BIST implementation is generated by

modifying the current implementation. We will discuss how hierarchical planning

techniques can be used in BIST design. In Chapter 7, the final two steps of BIST

design, scan-path organization and control signal distribution, are also described.

In Chapter 8, we study a BIST scheme in which a signature analyzer is used as

a test pattem generator. In order to use the signature analyzer as a test pattern gener-

ator, the pattems generated by the signature analyzer should have similar characteris-

tics with the pattems generated by a typical test pattem generator. We analytically

study two aspects, randomness and repetition of pattems. The analytical results are

compared with experimental results. In Chapter 9, the dissertation is summarized.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Built-In Self-Testing

As the complexity and size of VLSI circuits has increased, so has the difficulty

of testing these circuits. An early solution to this testing problem was to increase the

accessibility of the intemal storage elements by using latch scanning arrangements. The

techniques known as LSSD [9], Scan/Set [10], Random Access Scan [ll] are included

in this category. Since these techniques depend on conventional testing strategy, i.e.,

test pattems are stored in test equipment and applied through pins of a chip, the bur-

dens of tCSt pattem generation and fault grading still remain. The increasing com-

plexity of modern VLSI makes these operations very time consuming. Moreover,
‘

testing at-speed is very difficult since each test pattern must be inserted through long

shift register chain(s).

As an alternative to the scan-path techniques, Built-In Self Testing (BIST) has

been proposed [3][4]. BIST has received much attention over the past few years since

it can be used to prevent unrestrained growth of testing costs. The basic principle of

BIST is to generate test pattems and evaluate test responses inside a chip. A schematic

diagram of the basic BIST configuration is shown in Figure 1. As shown in Figure l,

test pattems are generated by the internal Test Pattem Generator (TPG) and applied to

the Circuit Under Test (CUT). Testing is initiated by activating a small set of control

pins on the chip. Then, test responses of the CUT are evaluated by the Test Response

Evaluator (TRE) and the result is observed through one or two output pins.

6
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Figure 1. BIST of a circuit.
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According to the observed test responses, the test result is determined to be

either pass or fail. Since test puttcm generation and test response evaluation are per-

formed inside a chip, BIST has some significant advantages over conventional testing

as enumerated below:

• Test vectors can be generated automatically inside the chip at high speed.

• Neither test pattems nor correct test responses need to be transferred or stored

external to the chip.

• Testing can be processed at much higher speed than by using VLSI hardware

testers.

• The need for expensive test hardware is eliminated.

• Testing may be more easily applied in the field.

Although BIST has the potential to alleviate some of the problems of conven-

tional testing or scan-path techniques, there are some requirements for making a circuit

self-testable. Since test patterns are to be generated intemally, they must be easy to

generate and generic to all different types of circuits. Another requirement for BIST is

the need for modification of the CUT. For example, all sequential circuits need to be

modified so that testing of a sequential circuit can be transformed to the testing of a

combinational circuit. Regular structured components such as ROMs, RAMs, and

PLAs also need this type of modification. Therefore, the following penalties will be

incurred in BIST:

• Additional silicon area and pins are consumed by the testing logic.

• Operational performance may be degraded because of the added BIST circuitry.

• Additional design time and cost are necessary to incorporate BIST.
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2.1.1 Input Pattern Generation

There are two general t€St pattern generation approaches for BIST. One of the

methods, pseudorandom testing, uses a set of pseudorandomly generated bit patterns as

test pattems. The other approach, exhaustive testing, uses all possible input combi-

nations as test pattems. Random testing has the advantage of being applicable to

sequential as well as combinational circuits. Random pattems are usually generated by

means of a simple circuit called a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) [12]. The

circuit is known as a Pseudorandom Pattem Generator (PPG) in BIST. The major

difficulty in using random pattems is in determining the required test sequence length

to achieve a desired fault coverage. One straightforward method for determining fault

coverage is to use fault simulation. However, for large complex circuits, simulation

time becomes fairly long. The other drawback encountered in using fault simulation is

the need for developing a fault model. This model depends on the fabrication tech-

nology. A number of analytical methods [13][14] have been proposed for estimating

fault coverage, but extensive computation is required to obtain high accuracy.

Exhaustive testing has many desirable attributes including the following: no need

for fault modeling, no fault simulation is performed, pattern generation is straightfor—

ward, simple hardware, and some timing faults can be detected. However, in order to

use the exhaustive testing technique, it is necessary that the logic is able to be

partitioned into small enough pieces so that exhaustive testing can be performed on

sufficiently small modules. Otherwise, the number of exhaustive test patterns that must

be applied to a fairly large block of logic can cause the testing time to become pro-

hibitive. Unfortunately, there is no known good partitioning algorithm. Therefore, this

approach will remain impractical until a practical partitioning algorithm is found.
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2.1.2 Test Response Evaluation

In conventional testing, every test output response is compared to the correct

response. If this scheme is adopted in BIST, too much on-chip memory space is

required to store the expected responses. In order to reduce the volume of output data,

several output compaction techniques have been proposed. These include signature

analysis [15], transition counting [I6], and syndrome testing [17]. Transition counting,

a good technique for board-level testing, has not received serious consideration for use

in BIST since better methods have been recently developed. In syndrome testing,

output response compaction is done by simply counting the number of 1’s output when

an exhaustive test pattem is applied. If all single stuck-at faults can be detected by

this scheme, a circuit is called syndrome testable. However, the scheme still relies on

the exhaustive testing approach and as previously mentioned, exhaustive testing

remains impractical.

Signature analysis is the most popular compaction technique for BIST. Com-

paction is done by using an LFSR with its inputs fed by the output responses of the

CUT. The term "signature" describes the contents of the LFSR after all the test

response pattems of the CUT are shifted into the LFSR. There is one important

problem in signature analysis called aliasing. It is possible for a fault to cause a CUT

to generate an output bit sequence that produces the same final LFSR contents as does

the fault-free circuit. In this case, the fault is not detectable. Generation of output

sequences that exclude the possibility of aliasing depends upon the structure of the

LFSR used. There are two methods used in the signature analysis of multiple output

circuits. One method is called serial signature analysis. This method uses a multi-

plexer to direct each of the outputs to the LFSR in tum. The input test patterns must

be applied m times for m-Output circuits. The other scheme is parallel signature
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analysis which compacts m circuit outputs in parallel using an m-bit parallel code

checker. A parallel signature analyzer, which is known as a Multiple Input Signature

Register (MISR), is faster but requires more circuitry than the serial signature analyzer.

In this dissertation, MISR will be implied when a Signature Analysis Register (SAR)

is specified.

2.2 BIST Implementation Mechanism

As described in the previous section, exhaustive testing is impractical. Thus, only

implementation techniques based on random pattem testing will be reviewed here.

Several BIST architectures based on random pattßm testing have been proposed in the

literature [18][19][20][21][22][23]. All of these architectures use pseudorandom pat-

tems as test patterns while they use signature analysis techniques to compact the test

responses. Another common technique employed in these architectures is that of using

a scan-path. The two reasons for employing scan-path techniques are (1) registers can

be tested independently using the scan-path, (2) intemally compacted output responses

can be observed at the chip output through the scan-path. Incorporation of a scan-path

technique transforms the testing of a sequential circuit into the testing of a combina-

tional circuit since all the memory elements are controllable and observable.

Although the same general strategies are used in most BIST architectures, there

are some differences in the hardware stmctures used. BIST structures can be classified

into two groups according to the implementation of the self-testing hardware. The

approach used in the first group is called centralized S3 (Self-Testing using Scan-path

and Signature Analysis) [19]. In this approach, centralized self-testing hardware is

responsible for testing all of the modules in a design. Test patterns are usually applied

through the scan-path. The second approach is a distributed S3 technique in which
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many PPGs and SARs are distributed throughout a design. In this approach, generated

test pattems are applied to combinational logic circuits through the system data path,

not through a scan—path. Since testing is performed using the system data paths, testing

resources such as PPGs and SARs are provided by converting existing system registers

into multi-functional testing resources. The advantage of the centralized approach over

the disuibuted approach is the reduction in hardware overhead. However, the overall

testing time is longer than that of the distributed approach. Due to the lengthier testing

time of the centralized approach, the distributed approach is preferred over the cen-

tralized approach. In the following paragraphs, therefore, we will review the BIST

structures based on the distributed approach.

Suppose that the distributed approach is applied to the circuit configuration in

Figure 2. Assuming the use of scan-path techniques, two Combinational Logic Blocks

(CLBs), CLB A and CLB B, need to be tested. In order to test CLB A the register R1

needs to be converted into a PPG in order to generated pseudorandom patterns. Also,

R2 needs to be converted into an SAR in order to collect the signature of CLB A. For

the testing of CLB B, R2 needs to be converted into a PPG and R3 needs to be con-

verted into an SAR to collect the signature of CLB B. Notice that R2 is converted to

act as an SAR to test CLB A and a PPG to test CLB B. This approach is called

Built-In Logic Block Observer (BILBO) [18]. A BILBO is a multi—functional register

which has four functional modes, PPG, SAR, Shift Register and Parallel Load modes.

All three registers, R1, R2 and R3, need to be connected as a shift register chain in

order to scan—in the initial pattem and scan-out the collected signature. Since there is

· a conflict in the roll of R2, the two CLBs cannot be tested in parallel.

One method for testing the two CLBs in parallel is to use the SAR of CLB A as

the test pattern generator of CLB B. Registers R2 and R3 need to be modified to
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Figure 2. BILBO architecture for two cascaded modules.
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act only as SAR for CLB A and CLB B, respectively as shown in Figure 3. During

testing, the PPG modified from RI applies pseudorandom patterns to CLB A, and the

test responses of CLB A are collected by the SAR R2. At the same time, the contents

of R2 serve as test pattems for CLB B. The signatures of CLB A and CLB B will be

scanned out through the scan-path to evaluate the test. This testing technique is called

cascade testing [6].

The other circuit configuration in which an SAR can be used as a PPG is shown

in Figure 4. If a register is used as input as well as output register as shown in Figure

4, the register can be used PPG or SAR, but not both. In order to make this kind of

circuit configuration pseudo-random testable we need an extra register as shown in

Figure 5. However, if the existing register is used as a PPG and SAR at the same time,

the extra register can be eliminated as shown in Figure 6. In this dissertation, this

testing scheme is called feedback testing. The major problem with feedback testing is

the pattems generated by SAR. The number of distinct patterns generated by the SAR

is less than that of a PPG for the same number of clocks. However, it is reported that

testing time is not much longer when compared to the pseudorandom testing [7][8].

Due to the multi-mode operations of registers in BIST, control logic must also be

provided for proper configuration of registers in each mode. For example, a BILBO

register has two signals to control its four functional modes. Therefore, the BIST

design process can be characterized as the creation of testing resources and control

logic.

2.3 Previous Research on Automated DFT

Considering the tremendous ongoing effort in developing design automation

tools, it seems to be possible to automate the entire design process in the near future.
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Figure 3. Parallel testing of two cascaded modules (cascade testing).
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Then, in order not to slow the design cycle, the process of DFT also needs to be

automated. This is the major motivation for various work on automated DFT. As

mentioned in Chapter 1, DFT tools can be categorized into two groups, one for veri-

fication of DFT rules and the other for the automatic insertion of testability features.

In this section, previous research on both issues will be reviewed, but the tools for

automatic DFT synthesis will be emphasized since BIDES belongs to the latter cate-

SOV}’·

The pioneering effort in the field of computer-aided DFT systems was the work

done by Horstmann [24]. Based on the LSSD DFT methodology, a system was

implemented using Prolog which can detect violations in testability rules for LSSD.

The system could then modify the circuit to remove the DFT violations.

Agrawal er al. [25] developed a design automation tool called TITUS which

checks circuits for design rule compliance, implements testability hardware, and gen-

erates tests. The system includes the handling of on-chip memory and chip layout

techniques to minimize hardware overhead and performance penalties.

ESTA (Expert System for Testability Automation) [26] is another expert system

to verify compliance of existing designs with DEF methodologies, such as LSSD and

BILBO. ESTA checks the DFT rules using a hierarchical description of a design. The

techniques is called hierarchical verification. ESTA’s knowledge-base integrates pro-

duction rules and frames, yielding a hybrid system.

The above three tools were developed for DFT rule verification and operates on

the logic and transistor level. In the following paragraphs, the tools for DFT synthesis

are introduced. Fung et al. developed an Automatic DFT (ADFT) [27] system that

works in conjunction with the Silc silicon compiler being developed at GTE Labora-
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tories [28]. Testability evaluation is performed by using controllability/observability

methods and a testable-by·construction approach is followed in order to synthesize

blocks of logic.

Samad er al. developed DEFT [29], an expert system capable of accepting exis-

ting designs created by IBM’s MVISA Design Automation System [30] and adding to

them DFT features. The representation scheme is Prolog-based and the system has a

demon mechanism allowing it to use LISP functions. Frames are used to represent

structural knowledge about DFT methodologies. A sophiscated explanation mechanism

[31] is put at the user’s disposal.

ADFT and DEFT systems are both related to BIDES, but input description of the

systems is at the logic level description. Because of progress in high level, i.e.,

behavioral synthesis systems, there is a need to insert DFT features at higher levels.

Since high level synthesis significantly reduces the design cycle at the system level,

delaying the DFT/BIST insertion to a lower level may require costly design modifi-

cation. This is the major reason for insexting DFT features at the register transfer level.

The CAD tools most relevant to BIDES are the Testable Design Expert System

(TDES) [32] and the system developed by Jones and Baker [33] since these systems

consider the BIST insertion at the register transfer level. BIDES also uses the register

transfer level description of a design as an input.

The TDES was developed by Abdadir er al. to work with the ADAM system

being developed at the University of Southem Califomia [34]. The input to the TDES

consists of register transfer level description of a circuit. The TDES knowledge-base

is organized into Testable Design Methodologies (TDMs) that are implemented using

frames. Each TDM consists of several templates such as description of the structure to

which the methodology is applicable, the hardware that must be added to make the

structure testable, and a test plan describing the steps that must be taken to apply the
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test. TDES first identifies the "kemels" (a partition of a circuit) to which TDMs can

be applied and then matches each structure in the 'TDM frame with a structure in the

circuit. If more than one TDM is applicable to a kernel, TDM measures are estimated

so as to choose between them. TDM measures are estimates of the costs associated

with using a TDM. TDES has been implemented in LISP.

Another knowledge-based system for high-level BIST design is proposed by

Jones and Baker. This system relies heavily on the BILBO—based testing. The basic

strategy is to insert an appropriate number of BILBOS so that the given constraints on

hardware overhead and testing time are satisfied. The system presents a range of test

plans which meet the constraints imposed by the designer and achieve a balance

between hardware overhead and test time. From the set of possible test plans, the

designer can select a suitable one that best matches the original design considerations.

Several useful concepts are proposed in TDES such as application of a suitable

DFT technique to each part of a design and frame representation of TDMs. However,

this system lacks the capability of exploring altemative implementations when a DFT

technique is applied. Our previous work [35] also lacks this capability. As will be

shown in the example circuit in the next chapter, there could be many BIST structures

based on the BILBO technique only. The system proposed by Jones and Baker has this

capability, but a limitation of the system is that the knowledge for searching altema-

tives is not represented abstractly. Abstraction through defining level of hierarchies and

operations on each level make it easier to understand the procedure for finding a right

type of BIST scheme and the BIST scheme itself. This will lead to an easily modifiable

system. In BIDES, it is attempted to formalize the procedure by defining level of

abstractions and operations.
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System Strategy

As reviewed in the previous chapter, there are several BIST techniques. They

differ in strategy for input pattcm generation and response evaluation. Among the

various strategies, random pattern testing with signature analysis has been used most

widely because of its practicality and wide applicability. For this reason, BIDES con-

siders the implementation of BIST based only on random pattern testing. Other testing

strategies, e.g, exhaustive testing, are not considered in BIDES. Another restriction
‘

placed on BIDES is the testing of special structures such as ROMs, RAMs, and PLAs.

Self·testing of these special structures requires modification of the circuit itself at the

lower level. We need dedicated CAD tools for automated design of self-testable PLAs

and RAMs. BIDES is developed for BIST of random logic, rather than special struc-

tures. Thus, testing of special structures is not taken into account in BIDES.

With the above restrictions, in this chapter, we will first identify the problem

involved with automated incorporation of BIST. Next, the problem solving strategy

will be discussed. Then, an overview of the design process based on the strategy will

be followed. In the last two sections, we will describe the knowledge representation

technique used in BIDES.

3.1 Problem Identification

As reviewed in Section 2.2, the BIST design process can be characteiized as the

creation of control logic and the set of testing resources. However, for a given design,

22
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there are usually several ways to provide testing resources. Consider the implementa-

tion of BIST on a fragment of a design shown in Figure 7. Assuming the use of a

scan-path technique for testing registers, testing resources need to be provided to two

CLBs, CLB A and CLB B. In implementing the PPG for CLB A, there are two can-

didate registers, R2 and R3, since transparent paths, i.e., a path through which data can

be transferred without any change, exist from R2 and R3 to the input of CLB A.

Similarly, R3 and R4 can be used as a PPG for CLB B. There are three choices, R1,

R2, and R4, for the SAR of CLB B and all four registers can be used as an SAR for

CLB A.

Among the several ways of allocating testing resources, three possible schemes

are shown in Table 1. In Scheme 1, all four registers need to be converted into testing

resources, but R3 does not need to be modified in Scheme 2. Since extra circuitry must

be added to convert a normal register into a testing resource, the hardware overhead

of Scheme 1 is greater than that of Scheme 2. However, Scheme 1 has the advantage

over Scheme 2 in terms of testing speed. In Scheme 2, R1 is used asSAR for both

CLBs. Thus, two CLBs cannot be tested in parallel due to the resource sharing conflict

on R1, and the testing time will be TTA + '1'TB. TT, denotes the required number of

pseudorandom pattems for testing CLB i. On the other hand, there is no sharing of

resources (path and/or testing resource) in Scheme 1 and the parallel testing of two

CLBs is possible. Therefore, the testing time for Scheme 1 is max("I'I',,_ , TTB), which

is lower than that of Scheme 2.

If we want further reduce the hardware overhead, Scheme 3 can be used. As

shown, it is necessary to modify only two registers, R2 and R4. In Scheme 3, {CSI

pattems for CLB B are ngt pseudorandom pattems. R4 is used as the SAR for com-
·

pressing test responses of CLB B. At the same time, the contents of the SAR (R4) are
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Table 1. Three Schemes for Testing Two CLBs in the Design in Figure 1.

Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3

TPG SAR TPG SAR TPG SAR

CLB A R2 R3 R2 R1 R2 R4

CLB B R4 R1 R4 R1 R4 R4

Modified R1, R2 R1, R2, R4 R2, R4

Registers R3, R4

Hardware High Medium Low

Overhead

Testing max('l'l“A,'1’I',,) TTA + TTB TT, + ot * TTB

Time

(TT, denotes the required number of pseudorandom patterns for testing CLBi.
ot > 1.0)
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used as test pattems for CLB B. This is the feedback testing scheme introduced earlier.

However, Scheme 3 has the longest testing time among the three testing resource

allocation schemes because test pattems are generated by the SAR, not PPG. The

required number of test patterns generated by the SAR (R4) is larger than TTB since

pattems generated by the SAR are repeated while all the patterns generated by the PPG

are distinct [6].

The observation which can be made in the above example is that there is no one

best BIST implementation for a given design. There exists a trade-off between hard-

ware overhead and testing time. Therefore, BIST design must be perfomied according

to the design objectives of the designer rather than using a fixed BIST template. The

CAD tool for incorporating BIST must be capable of finding a BIST implementation

which meets the design objectives. The tool must be able to explore possible BIST

implementations and evaluate them compared with the design objectives. This is the

main goal to be pursued in developing BIDES.

3.2 BIST Design as a Search

As shown in the example in the previous section, there are several possible

solutions for allocating testing resources. Each solution has different characteristics.

The problem is how to find a solution, i.e., a testing resource allocation, that meets the

design objectives in terms of hardware overhead and testing time. Thus, the problem

of testing resource allocation can be defined as a search through a space of solution

states.

The general problem solving strategy for the search, especially in design prob-

lems, is the process of evaluation and regeneration [36]. For a given state, a new state
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is generated by a forrn of transformation and is evaluated compared to the goal state.

By the iterative process of evaluation and regeneration, an initial state will eventually

be evolved to a goal state. The regeneration and evaluation of various BIST structures

requires a high degree of expertise in BIST. This is the primary motivation for

employing the expert system approach.

There is an important issue in solving the problem of testing resource allocation

using search. That is the concept of a state. In BIDES, a state is defined as a complete

solution, i.e., a BIST implementation with which the entire design can be tested. For

example, Scheme 1, Scheme 2 and Scheme 3 are all complete solutions for the design

in Figure 7. A state could be defined as a partial solution; BIST implementation for a

part of a design. In order to define a state as a partial solution, there must be a reliable

evaluator with which it can be judged whether a partial solution is a part of satisfactory

complete solution or not [37]. In testing resource allocation, it is very difficult to make

such an evaluator since the overall testing time cannot be evaluated for a part of BIST

implementation. Therefore, all the states generated during the search process including

an initial state are complete solutions in BIDES.

Considering that all the states are complete solutions, any state in the solution

space can be a goal state. If a state, i.e., a BIST implementation can satisfy the

objectives of a designer on testing time and hardware overhead, that state is a goal

state.

3.3 Overview of the Design Process

The overall design process, based on the strategy mentioned above, is shown in

Figure 8. The first step of the process is the initial design analysis. In this step, the
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structure of a design is extracted from the VHDL description of a design and stored in

a database using a Prolog description of the hardware. An appropriate VHDL modeling

style for BIST design and the Prolog description of the hardware are described in the

next chapter. Next, circuits to be tested and usable testing resources are identified.

Once the identification process is completed, the next step is test structure building. A

test structure is a circuit configuration which is self-testable. It consists of testing

resources and a CUT. A more detailed definition of a test structure will be given in

the next section. The main purpose of this step is the generation of the initial state, i.e,

all the CUTs identified in the design analysis step are made pseudorandom testable by

allocating testing resources to each CUT.

The final step is an iterative process of evaluation and modification of the current

state. The current state is evaluated first. Then, if the current state cannot satisfy the

designer’s objectives in terms of hardware overhead and testing time, an alternative

BIST implementation, which is closer to a goal state, will be generated by modifying

the current BIST implementation. Modification is performed by allocating other testing

resources or implementing variations of the pseudorandom testing scheme. The itera-

tive process of evaluation and regeneration will be continued until the designer is

satisfied or no other new solution can be found. After all of the testing resources are

allocated, control signals for testing resources will be distributed. Finally, the scan—path

will be organized.

In summary, the tasks of BIST design considered by BIDES are as follows:

• translation of the VHDL description into a Prolog description,
• allocation of testing resources,

• evaluation of testing time and hardware overhead for a given testing resource

allocation,
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• Scan-path organization, and

• control signal distribution.

3.4 Abstraction

Abstraction is the structuring of objects for simplifying the model of the world.

By abstraction, reasoning for problem solving can be performed more easily using

simpler objects and operations. We can observe the immediate need for abstraction in

testing time evaluation. As shown in the example in Section 3.1, the overall testing

time is determined based on the parallel testing of CLBs. Thus, the possibility of

parallel testing must be examined for each pair of CLBs to evaluate testing time;

sharing of testing resources (registers) and data transfer paths in testing mode should

be checked. We need infomiation on registers and data paths rather than on the CLB

itself. From this observation, we define an object called a "test structure" which con-

sists of a CLB and testing resources associated with it. Then, the parallel testing of

two CLBs can be checked by defining an operator called "parallel testing" which

examines the resource sharing between two test structures as shown below:

parallel_testing(TS,,TSj,Ans)

where TSk denotes the test structure associated with the CLB k and "Ans" is a value

retumed by the operator, which is "yes" or "no".

By introducing the concept of test structure, an abstraction hierarchy for the BIST

implementation can be defined as shown in Figure 9. A design consists of several test

structures, but the test structures are not disjoint. A component, e.g., a register, can be

included in more than one test structure. There are two kinds of test structures, micro

test structure and macro test structure. The micro test structure is built for testing a
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single CLB. The macro test structure is produced when a testing scheme is used to test

more than one CLB. For example, a macro test structure is produced when two CLBs

are tested simultaneously by the cascade testing scheme. The objects in the next level

of the hierarchy are the CUT and the register. The lowest level object is the port. Note

that testing resource allocation is performed eventually on the ports.

An example of a test structure for CLB A in Figure 7 is described below using

a knowledge representation technique called frames [38]:

frame(test_struct_l).

value(test_struct_l ,cut,CLB_A).

value(test_struct_l,test_scheme,pseudorandom).

value(test_sturct_l,test_time,550).

value(test_struct_l,ppg,[[IN,R2]]).

value(test_st1uct_l,sar,[[OUT,R3]]).

As shown above, each value predicate contains the name of the test structure

along with a parameter identifier and the value of the parameter. A test structure

consists of a CUT and the allocated testing resources. It also has information about the

testing scheme used and testing time of the CUT. The representation of objects in other

levels of the hierarchy will be described in detail in the next chapter. This abstraction

hierarchy defined above plays a vital role in representing the knowledge about the

BIST design process. In the next section, knowledge representation techniques will be

described.

3.5 Knowledge Representation

In BIDES, the knowledge about the BIST design process is represented with

heuriszic knowledge and procedural knowledge. Heuristic knowledge is a kind of
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advice on what to do given a particular set of circumstances. In the BIST design

process, there are many cases wherein a decision needs to be made. In BIDES, deci-

sions are made using the heuristics. Heuristic knowledge is represented using if-then

production rules.

Non-heuristic procedural knowledge [39] consists of plans or sequences of

actions that must be taken to achieve problem-solving goals. Procedural knowledge is

represented through several levels of abstraction. A plan can be described at a high-

level as a conjunction of abstract goals; each of these goals can then be refined into

subgoals at lower levels of abstraction. Hierarchical planning [40] is a problem solving

technique based on procedural knowledge. In BIDES, a hierarchical planning tech-

nique is used as a framework in conjunction with the abstraction hierarchy defined in

the previous section. Transformation in the search process and the second part of test

structure building (test structure building is performed in two phases) are performed in

three steps, plan generation, plan analysis, and plan execution, based on hierarchical

planning.

In plan generation, a goal based on the difference between the current state and

the goal state is first posted. These kinds of goals are "reduce hardware overhead" or

"reduce testing time". Then, the options and requirements for achieving the posted goal

is generated in the form of an AND/OR goal tree. The goal at the root of the AND/OR

goal tree is represented in abstract terms and the goal is expanded into conjunctive

subgoals until the subgoals can be solved using the prirnitive operators. An example

of a primitive operator is "Allocate the register R to the port P". In the plan analysis

step, the success of the plan is checked first. If there is a way to achieve the goal, the

best plan based on the current situation, considering interaction between subgoals, is
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chosen using the plan decision knowledge. Otherwise, another plan is generated. Plan

decision knowledge is also represented using production mles. A task is finally com-

pleted by executing a chosen plan.

By defining a test stmcture as a circuit configuration which is self·testable, the

eventual goal is to build test structures for the CUTs in a design. Then, if a BIST

implementation for the design needs to be modified to satisfy the given design

objectives in the search process, the test structures need to be modified. Since each test

structure is represented as an explicit object, the modification of a test structure can be

posted as a goal. In order to modify test structures, we need to change the relationships

between a CUT and testing resources, i.e., registers. Therefore, the goal at the test

structure level can be expanded into the goals at the CUT and register levels. Finally,

the necessary modification to the ports can be specified using the primitive operators.

This is the lowest level in the hierarchy. In this way, it is easy to represent knowledge

about the BIST design process and follow the procedure taken by BIDES. This type

of knowledge representation leads to an easily modifiable CAD system since knowl-

edge can be added or changed by defining necessary operators at each level.
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Design Analysis

As the first step of the design process, BIDES takes a VHDL description of a

hardware design and translates it into a Prolog description. Then, the structure of the

design is extracted and stored in the system database with the internal presentation

format. In this chapter, an appropriate VHDL modeling style and syntax for the Prolog

description are described. We also describe the internal representation of the structure

of a design based on the abstraction hierarchy.

4.1 VHDL Modeling Style for BIST Design

VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL) was developed to serve as a

standard hardware description language with which design data can be communicated

between engineers. Another objective in the development of VHDL is the integration

of design automation tools through the use of a common language [41]. The level of

description possible in VHDL ranges from system level to gate level. It also allows for

modeling a design in many different styles, e.g., behavioral modeling and structural

modeling. In order to use VHDL for BIST design it is necessary to define a modeling

style and level of abstraction appropriate for accomplishing the tasks of BIST design.

From the tasks listed for BIST design, we can reach the following conclusions about

an appropriate VHDL modeling style.

1. The basic components in BIST, i.e., the PPG and the SAR, can be configured

from the existing system registers. If there is a path from a register to a CLB,

that register can be used as a PPG. Likewise, if there is a path from a CLB to a

35
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register, that register can be used as an SAR. This means that we need infor-

mation about the interconnection between registers and CLBs. Therefore, the

most appropriate modeling style is structural which specifies interconnections

between components at the register transfer level. At this level, designs are

described in terms of register, bus, multiplexer, ALU, PLA, etc.

2. When random pattem testing is used on a CLB, knowledge of the detailed

structure of a CLB is not necessary in order to add BIST circuitry. Therefore, a

behavioral model can be used for describing each component. It does not mean

that other modeling styles, e.g., data flow modeling or structural modeling, cannot

be used. However, insertion of BIST hardware should be considered before the

low level design description is frozen. Thus, a behavioral model is the most

appropriate modeling style for describing each component.

3. A classification or type for each system component must be recognizable from

the VHDL description. In order to allocate testing resources to CLBs in a design,

type of each system component is necessary. Since type of component cannot be

recognized using interconnection of components, the VHDL description must

have the information on type of components.

Using this modeling style, part of TMS 32010 digital signal processor [42],

shown in Figure 10, is described in VHDL. Figure 11 shows the VHDL description.

As shown, the description is a typical structural decomposition, i.e., component dec-

laration followed by component instantiation [43]. There are two important conventions

followed in the description. First, in order to recognize the types of components in the

system, prefixes are attached to the name of each component. For example, the prefix,

"REG" is used for naming all of the register components. Second, the types of signals

are divided into four classes; data, control, bus, and clock signal. Signals are also
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——------———----— Interface of TMS 32010 -----—-—----

package tri_bus is
type MV is

(’0’, ’1’,
’Z’);

type MV_VECTOR is array (integer range <>) of MV;
function tri_resolve (sources: MV_VECTOR) retum MV;
type tri_vector is array (integer range <>) of tri_resolve MV;

subtype tristate is tri_vector (0 to 15);

function "AND" (X,Y : tri_vector) retum tri_vector;
function "OR" (X,Y : tri_vector) retum tri_vector;
function "NOT" (X : tri_vector) retum tri_vector;

end tri_bus;

use DATAPATI—I.a11;
entity TMS_DATAPATI—I is

port( CTL_ALU : in BIT_VECTOR (0 to 3);
CTL_BA_SH : in BIT_VECTOR (0 to 3); ·
CTL_PA_SH : in BIT_VECTOR (0 to 3);
CTL_MUX2 : in BIT;
CLK : in BIT;
BUS_DATA : inout tristate);

end TMS_DATAPATH;

Figure 11. A structural modeling for the design in Figure 10.
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----—-—-------—-------—- Architecture of TMS 320 ---------—-——-—-·---·--

architecture STRUCTURAL of TMS_DATAPATH is
component CLB_MULT

port ( Multl :in BIT_VECTOR;
Mult2 :in BIT_VECTOR;
Output cout BIT_VECTOR);

component CLB_ALU
port ( inl :in BIT_VECTOR;

in2 :in BIT_VECTOR;
Cntl :in BIT_VECTOR;
Output cout BIT_VECTOR);

component CLB_BARR_SI-HFT
port ( Input :in BIT_VECTOR;

Cntl :in BIT_VECTOR;
Output zout BIT_VECTOR);

component C_PARA_SHIFT
port ( Input :in BIT_VECTOR;

Cntl :in BIT_VECTOR;
Output cout BIT_VECTOR);

component MUX_32
port ( inl :in BIT_VECTOR;

in2 :in BIT_VECTOR;
Select :in BIT;
Output cout BIT_VECTOR);

component REG_32
port ( D :in BIT_VECTOR;

CP :in BIT;
Q :0ut BIT_VECTOR);

Figure 11. A structural modeling for the design in Figure 10 (cont’d).
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component REG_ACC_32
port ( D :in BIT_VECTOR;

CP :in BIT;
Lhalf cout BIT_VECTOR;
Q1 cout BIT_VECTOR;
Q2 cout BIT_VECTOR);

component REG_16
port ( D :in BIT_VECTOR;

CP :in BIT;
Q cout BIT_VECTOR);

--—--—-··—-- Local Signal Declaration -—--—-—·—·~—·——-——·———-

signal MULT_OUT : BIT_VECTOR (0 to 31);
signal TREG_OUT : BIT_VECTOR (0 to 15);
signal PREG_OUT : BIT_VECTOR (0 to 31);
signal BA_SH_OUT : BIT_VECTOR (0 to 31);
signal ALU_LF°I”_IN : BIT_VECTOR (O to 31);
signal ALU_RGT_IN : BIT_VECTOR (0 to 31);
signal ALU_OUT : BIT_VECTOR (0 to 31);
signal PARA_SH_IN : BIT_VECTOR (0 to 31);

Figure 11. A structural modeling for the design in Figure 10 (c0nt’d).
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--——----------- Component Instantiation Statements ---—-----—-----

begin

MULT : CLB_MULT
port map (TREG_OUT,BUS_DATA,MULT_OUT);

ALU : CLB_ALU
port map (ALU_LFT_IN,ALU_RGT_IN,C'I'L_ALU,ALU_OUT);

BARR_SH : CLB_BARR_SH1FI“
port map (BUS_DATA,CTL_BA_SH,BA_SH_OUT);

PARA_SH : CLB_PARA_SI-HFT
port map (PARA_SH_IN,CTL_PA_SH,BUS_DATA);

MUX2 : MUX_32
port map (BA_SI—1_OUT,PREG_OUT,CTL_MUX2,ALU_RGT_IN );

PREG : REG_32
port map (MULT_OUT,CLK,PREG_OUT);

ACC : REG_ACC_32
port map (ALU_OUT,CLK,BUS_DATA,PARA_S1—1_IN,ALU_LF1"_IN);

AR0 : REG_16
port map (BUS_DATA,CLK,BUS_DATA);

AR1 : REG_16
port map (BUS_DATA,CLK,BUS_DATA);

TREG : REG_T_16
port map (BUS_DATA,CLK,TREG_OUT);

end STRUCTURAL;

Figure 11. A structural modeling for the design in Figure 10 (c0nt’d).
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classified using prefixes. The prefixes "CLK", "BUS" are used for control

signals, clock signals, and bus signals, respectively. All other signals are assumed to

be data signals.

4.2 Prolog Description of Hardware

For BIST design, the structure of a design should be extracted from the VHDL

description and stored in the system database. For this purpose, we use a Prolog

description of the hardware since we need a representation which can be processed by

an expert system. There are several methods for describing hardware using Prolog [44].

Among these, we decided to used the extensional method [24]. This method is chosen

since it closely resembles the VHDL description. As in VHDL, the extensional method

description expresses the connectivity between components from a component view-

point. The Prolog description of a design consists of clauses, each describing the

individual modules in a design. The following example shows the clause for describing

the P register in the example circuit of Figure 10.

module (preg,reg,

[inport(d,mult,output,data,bit_vector(0,31)),

inport(cp,clk,clk,clock,bit)],

[outport(q,mux2,in2,data,bit_vector(0,3l))]).

As shown in the above clause, a component is described using the predicate

"module". A clause for a module has four arguments: name, type, a list of input ports

and a list of output ports. One element of the list of input and output ports is also a

clause which has five arguments. For example, the clause shown below represents the

first input port "d" of the module "preg" with the arguments having the following
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meanings:

inport(d,mult,output,data,bit_vector(0,31))

• d: the name of the first input port of the module "preg".

• mult: the name of the module connected to the inputport•

output: the name of the port of the module "mult" connected to the port

• data: the type of signal atport•

bit_vector(0,31): the size or datapath width of

portFromthe above example, it can be seen that a clause for a module has all of the

connectivity, size, and type information about the module. In VHDL, the primary

inputs and outputs are defined in the interface description. Those primary inputs and

outputs are described as modules in the Prolog description. For example, a primary

input port "ctl_alu" in the example circuit is described as

module (ctl__alu,primary__in,

ll,

[outp0rt(alu_ctl,alu,cntl,cntl,bit_vector(0,3)]).

Since there is no input to a primary input port, the list for the input. port is null.

The name of the output port is the same as the name of the module since there is only

one port. A bus is also defined as a module since it can be considered as a module

having inputs and OutputS. The complete Prolog description of the design shown in

Figure 10 is given in Appendix A. These examples provide some insights as to the

contents and format of the Prolog description that can be extracted form the VHDL

description.
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4.3 Internal Representation of the Design Structure

From the Prolog description of the design, CUTs and testing resources are iden-

tified and represented using the intemal format. Since the use of scan·paths is assumed,

the CUTs that need to be identified are the CLBs in the design, and the testing

resources are the existing system registers. As mentioned earlier, the testing of special

structures such as memories and PLAs is not considered. In the example design, there

are four CLBs (Barrel Shifter, Multiplier, ALU, Parallel Shifter), and five usable

testing resources (ARO, AR1, T, P, ACC). The two types of modules, CLB and reg-

ister, are represented by several entities in the abstraction hierarchy since knowledge

about the BIST design is represented with operators defined on each level of the

hierarchy. In describing each entity, a frame is again used. As an example, the frame

representation of the Multiplier is shown below:

frame(circuit2).

value(circuit2,is_a,circuit).

value(circuit2,name,mult).

value(circuit2,no_of_pr_pattems,2645).

value(inputs,[inport4,inport3]).

value(outputs,[outport2]).

As shown above, a circuit frame is represented using the index which is internally

generated. The index of the Multiplier is "circuit2". The "is_a" and "name" slot rep-

resent type and the original name of the circuit, respectively. The "no_of_pr_patterns"

slot represents the number of pseudorandom pattems required to obtain a satisfactory

fault coverage. The above example shows that 2645 pseudorandom patterns need to be

applied to the Multiplier to obtain a satisfactory fault coverage. In BIDES, it is

assumed that the designer has information on test length of each CLB. A circuit frame
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also has slots for input and output ports. Each port of a CLB is again represented as

a frame. The relation between CUTs and ports are represented with the slot "a_part_of"

indicating that the port is a part of the CUT. The frame for the port Multl is shown

below:

frame(inport3).

value(inport3,is_a,port).

value(inport3,name,mult1).

value(inport3,a_part_of,circuit2).

value(inport3,size,16).

Registers are also represented using frames. The frame representation of the register

ACC is shown below:

frame(reg5).

value(reg5,is__a,register).

value(reg5,name,acc).

value(reg5,inport,d).

value(reg5,outport,q).

value(reg5,size,32).

The detailed syntax of the frames for a CLB, register, and the ports is described in

Appendix B.

After construction of the frames for CLBs and registers, usable testing resources

are identified for each port of the CUT. For example, ARO, ARl, T, and ACC are

possible candidates to act as the PPG for the port Multl since transparent paths exist

from the four registers to the port Multl. The identified testing resources for the port

are recorded under the slots "sources" or "sinks" of the port frame as shown below:
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value(inport,sources,[reg2,reg3,reg4,reg5]).

If there is no available testing resource for a port, the value facet of the "source" or

"sink" slot is given as "not_avail".

After all the usable testing resources for each port are identitied, the testing

resource allocation can be started. In the next chapter, the test structure building step,

i.e., the initial testing resource allocation, will be described.



Chapter 5

Test Structure Building

As mentioned earlier, we consider a state in the solution space as a complete test

resource allocation. The initial state must also be a complete test resource allocation,

i.e, all of the CUTs in a design must have testing resources. Since a goal state will be

evolved from an initial state, it is desirable to generate an initial state which requires

few number of modifications. The basic testing strategy adopted by BIDES is pseu-

dorandom testing. Thus, if all of the CUTs are made pseudorandom testable, the

number of modifications necessary is expected to be reduced. In BIDES, test structure

building, i.e., initial state generation, is performed in two steps called Phase 1 and

Phase 2. In this chapter, each step will be described in detail using the example design

shown in Figure 10. i

5.1 Initial State Generation (Phase 1)

In order to make a CUT pseudorandom testable, a register must be allocated to

each port of the CUT from among the registers identified as usable testing resources

for the port. In allocating registers for pseudorandom testing, the following three

constraints must not be violated.

1. The registers allocated to input ports must be distinct.

2. The registers allocated to the input ports cannot be allocated to the output ports

47
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and vice versa.

3. Data paths, e.g., a bus, cannot be used in test pattern application and response

collection at the same time.

If the first constraint is violated, the same test pattems will be applied to different input

ports of the CUT. This would reduce the coverage provided by the PPG. The second

constraint is for preventing the simultaneous use of the same register as a PPG as well

as an SAR for the same circuit. Testing cannot be run in a continuous manner if the

third constraint is violated, If this constraint is to be violated, it is necessary to perform

some scheduling [45] for cooperative use of the shared data path.

Because of these three constraints, the problem of register allocation for pseu-

dorandom testing can be defined as a constraint satisfaction problem. In order to solve

this problem an algorithm based on dependencyairected backtracking [38] is devised

and shown below.

Algorithm for initial testing resource allocation

l. Find all ports of a CUT which need testing resource allocation.

2. For all primary input ports

allocate an extemal ppg;

end for

For all ports with no available resource

record "no available resource";

end for

3. Sort the ports with available resources in order so that the port with the least

number of available resources can be put on the leftmost side.
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4. If there is an unmarked port

pick the leftmost port among the unmarked ports;

mark this port as the current port;

else

stop;

5. Make a list which consists of all registers usable as a testing resource for the port.

6. For all registers already allocated to the ports of the CUT

if a register is a member of the list of available resources for the

marked port

remove the register from the list of usable registers;

post the port which used the register as a constraint;

end if

end for

7. If the list of usable registers is not empty

select a register and allocate it to the port using the heuristic

knowledge;

mark the port;

go to the step 4;

else

tind the closest port on the right side which propagates the

constraint which affects the allocation to the port;

mark the current port as current backtrack;

mark the found port as the current port;

go to step 8;

end if
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8. Withdraw the register which is allocated to the port;

remove the allocated register from the list of usable registers;

if the list is empty

if there is no constraint used

go to the current backtrack port;

record the current backtrack port as a failed port;

go to the step 4;

else

reset the allocations for the ports placed on the left side of the

current port;

go to step 4;

endif

end if

Suppose that this algorithm is applied to implement the pseudorandom testing of

the Multiplier which has two input ports, Multl and Mult2, and one output OUT. The

tirst step is goal expansion. The top level goal

make a CUT psettdorandom testable (Multiplier)

will be expanded into the following three conjunctive subgoals on ports:

1. Allocate a register to Multl.

2. Allocate a register to Mult2.

3. Allocate a register to OUT.

In the subgoal expansion process, ports such as primary inputs, primary outputs.

and ports with no usable resource are ignored. For the primary input and output ports,

the use of external PPG and SAR is assumed. Register allocation for a port with no

resource will be performed in Phase 2.
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The above subgoals interact with each other due to the constraints imposed. The

result of the allocation will be different according to the order of subgoal execution.

Therefore, we need to decide on the order of subgoal execution. The strategy "hard to

satisfy first" is employed. For each port of a circuit, there could be several candidate

registers that can be allocated. If priority is given to a port with the fewest number of

candidate registers, the chance of violating the given constraints can be reduced. The

port Multl has four candidate registers (ARO, ARl, T, ACC) to act as the PPG. The

port Mult2 has three candidate registers (ARO, ARI, ACC). The register P is the only

available register for the port OUT to act as the SAR. Therefore, the above three

subgoals will be executed in the order of OUT, Mult2 and Multl.

According to the order of subgoal execution, the next step is the register alloca-

tion. Allocation for a port starts by using the imposed constraints to eliminate unusable
I

registers from the candidate register list. If there is still a usable register after

elimination, allocation proceeds, otherwise backtracking is performed. When there is

more than one usable register for a given port, a register is selected based on heuristics.

Heuristics are developed to maximize the resource sharing, i.e, minimize the hardware

overhead while the strict pseudorandom testing strategy is maintained.

For example, consider the allocation of a register to the port Mult2. Mult2 has

three resources, ARO, ARl, and ACC. Assuming that the register P is already allocated

to the port OUT, P cannot be used as the PPG for the port Mult2. However, P is not

a usable resource for the port Mult2 anyway. Thus, the constraints do not affect any-

thing in this case. The next step is register selection. First, the two registers, AR0 and

ARl, are prefeired over ACC because pure pseudorandom pattems cannot be generated

by ACC. Since the size of ACC is 32-bits wide, the patterns generated by ACC can

be pseudorandom pattems only for a 32-bit port. Then, we need to select a register
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from the two registers, ARO or AR1, since both registers can generate pure pseudo-

random patterns for the port Mult2. In this case, a register is selected based on global

resource sharing. If there is a register which is already allocated to act as a testing

resource (PPG or SAR) for another CLB, then the register will be allocated. In that

way, resource sharing can be maximized. If none of the registers is already used, a

measure for potential resource sharing is used. It is called Global Degree of Sharing

(GDS). For example, the register ARO can be used as a testing resource for four ports.

Therefore, the GDS of ARO is 4. However, since AR1 has the same GDS, a register

from amongst these two will be selected arbitrarily. The above heuristics are

implemented with U-zhen production rules. Some of them are shown below.

IF current port is an input port,

current context is "get usable resource" step,

there is more than one usable resource,

there is a resource whose size is not equal to the size of the port.

THEN remove the register from the set of usable resources.

change the current context to select step.

IF current port is an input port,

current context is "select step",

there is more than one usable resource,

there is a used resource,

THEN allocate the register to the port as the PPG.
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IF current port is an input port,

current context is "select step",

there is more than one usable resource,

there is no used resource,

there is more than one resource with the maximum GDS,

THEN allocate a register with the maximum GDS.

Whenever a subgoal has failed, backtracking is performed based on dependency.

That is, backing up to the last subgoal that could have affected the failure. lf all the

usable testing resources of a port are already allocated to other ports of the CUT, the

port does not have any usable testing resources due to the imposed constraints. In this

case, a backtrack is performed to the last port that produced the constraint posted on

the current port. After backtracking, another choice, i.e., an allocation of another reg-

ister, is searched for. If there is another choice, then allocation resumes from the

backtracked pOI°t. Otherwise, backtracking continues until the allocation can be

resumed or the leftmost port is reached. If backtracking does not resolve the goal

failure, the cause of the failure is recorded and allocation proceeds ahead. The cause

of a goal failure will be repaired in Phase 2.

Execution of the algorithm successfully built the test structure for pseudorandom

testing of the Multiplier. The register ARO, T, and P are allocated to the port Multl,

Mult2 and OUT, respectively. Note that T is the only register which can be allocated

to the port Multl since all of the other resources (ARO, ARl and ACC) can apply

pattems only through the Data Bus. Since the Data Bus must be used to apply patterns

to the port Mult2, the Data Bus cannot be used to supply test patterns to the port
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Multl. That is, T must be used as the PPG for Multl in order to have continuous

pseudorandom testing. The result of the allocation is recorded in the test structure as

shown below.

frame(test_struct_2).

value(test_struct_2,cut,Mu1t).

va1ue(test_struct_2,test_scheme,pseudorandom).

value(test_st1uct_2,test_time,2645).

value(test_struct_2,ppg,[[Multl,T],[Mult2,ARO]]).

va1ue(test_struct_2,sar,[[OUT,P]]).

In the above test structure, the real names of ports and registers are used for expla-

nation purposes. In the real database, the index of the port and register is used instead

of the name itself.

Moditication of the registers are recorded in the register frames using the slots

tpg_0f and sar_0f For example, the "sar_of" slot of the frame for the register P will

be filled as shown below:

va1ue(reg3,sar_of,outport2).

("reg3" and "outport2" are the intemal index of the register P and the port OUT

of the Multiplier, respectively.)

5.2 Initial State Generation (Phase 2)

If a port does not have available testing resources or constraints are violated, a

CUT cannot be made pseudorandom testable. In the example design of Figure 10, two

CLBs cannot be made pseudorandom testable. The Barrel Shifter does not have any

available resource to act as the SAR. The ALU cannot be made pseudorandom testable
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due a the violation of the constraint "A register allocated to an input port cannot be

allocated to an output port". Examination of Figure 10 shows that the register ACC is

the only testing resource for the port OUT and IN1. In building a test structure frame

for this kind of CUT, the value of the test_scheme slot is specified as "incomplete"

instead of °'pseudorandom". Moreover, the cause of goal failure is specified in the ppg

and sar slots. For example, the test structure frame for Barrel Shifter is built as shown

below:

frame(test_struct_l).

value(test_struct_1,cut,Barrel_sh).

value(test_struct_1,test_scheme,incomplete).

value(test_struct_1,ppg,[[1N,ARO]]).

value(test_struct_1,sar,[[OUT,not_avail]]).

In order to make this type of CUT pseudorandom testable, we need to add extra

paths and/or extra testing resources. For example, the size of the output of the Barrel

Shifter is 32-bits. Therefore, the registers P and ACC can be used as an SAR for Barrel

Shifter if an extra path is added from the output of the Barrel Shifter to one of the two

registers.

Repairing incomplete test structures starts with plan generation. The repair plan

is represented by an AND/OR goal tree using the procedural knowledge in the

knowledge base. The goal tree for repairing the two incomplete test structures asso-

ciated with the Barrel Shifter and the ALU is shown in Figure 12. As shown, the

necessary operations are defined in each abstraction level and it is very easy to

understand the procedure taken.
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repair_incompIete_test_structs

mpairls T€paii_tS

aIIoc_existing_
i¤.PO¤(OUT) to_port(OUT) reg_to_port(OUT)

aIIoc_reg_t0 alloc_reg_to_

p0rt(OUT,P) p0rt(OUT,ACC)

Figure 12. AND/OR Goal tree for repairing incomplete test structures.
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As shown, the top level goal "repair_incomplete_test_structs" is expanded into

two subgoals: "repair_ts(TS,„_U)" and "repair_ts(TSB,„_S„)". Note that the operator "re-

pair_ts" is defined on test structures. Next, the cause of the incompleteness in the test

structure is examined and the subgoal at the circuit level is posted. Since the ALU does

not have an SAR, the subgoal "alloc_sar_to_cut(ALU)" is posted. Similarly, "allo—

ca_sar_to_cut(Barr_sh)" is posted as the subgoal to repair the test structure associated

with the Barrel Shifter.

The leaf goals in the AND/OR goal tree are defined on the leaf level of the

abstraction hierarchy, i.e., the port level. In order to allocate an SAR to the ALU, an

extra register must be added because the two 32-bit registers P and ACC are already

allocated for testing the ALU. However, these two registers can be used as the SAR

for the Barrel Shifter by adding an extra path. Therefore, only one plan, "add_e-

xtra_reg_to_port(OUT)" is generated for repairing TSALU, but there are two options,

"alloc_reg_to_port(OUT,P)" and "alloc_reg_to_port(OUT,ACC)" forrepairingAs

shown in the AND/OR goal tree, knowledge for repairing incomplete test structures

is represented explicitly and easily with operators in each level of the hierarchy.

The next step is the plan decision, i.e., decide which plan is to be executed. For

example, there are two options for repairing the test structure TS„„,_,,,, "add extra

register" or "allocate existing register". The plan decision depends on the existence of

interacting subgoals. If there is no conjunctive subgoal, the decision is made based on

the plans for the subgoal itself. However, if there is a conjunctive subgoal, the plan for

the other subgoal is also considered. For the example design, in order to accomplish

the plan "repair_ts(TSALU)", an extra register must be added. lf an extra register must

be added, it is desirable to use the extra register as the SAR for Barrel Shifter rather

than allocating an existing register. If an existing register (P or ACC) is allocated, an
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extra multiplexer must be inserted into the system data path and it will degrade the

system performance in terms of speed. This kind of reasoning is performed in the plan

decision step. Knowledge about plan decision is represented by production rules.

According to the decision made in the plan decision step, the chosen plan is executed.

During the plan execution, the test structure is modified. For example, the "sar" slot of

the TSB„,_,,, is modified as

va1ue(test_struct1,sar,[[out,extra]]).

The generated initial state, i.e., a complete test resource allocation for pseudo-

random testing, is shown in Table 2 and Figure 13. As shown, two registers, ARO and

P, are converted into BILBO registers and the other two registers, T and ACC, are

converted into PPGs. An extra SAR, EXTRA, and an extra multiplexer is added to the

design.
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Table 2. Allocation of PPGS and SARS for CLBS.

CLB PPG SAR

Multiplier T
AR0BarrelAR0 EXTRA

Shifter

Parallel ACC AR0 ’

Shifter

ALU ACC P EXTRA
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Figure 13. Testing resource allocation for pseudorandom testing.



Chapter 6

Evaluation of BIST Implementation

Whenever, a new state is generated by either test structure building or the

transformation of an existing state, the new state must be evaluated to compare it with

a goal state. In BIDES, evaluation is performed based on testing time and hardware

overhead. Another important factor that a designer may want to know is the additional

pin count required by incorporating a BIST scheme. However, it is difficult to estimate

the additional pin count using only a register transfer level implementation of BIST

since it depends on the low level implementation of the control logic. Thus, the

additional pin count is not estimated by BIDES. In this chapter, methods for evaluation

of the testing time and hardware overhead are described.

6.1 Evaluation of Testing Time

In BH„BO-based BIST, the total testing time depends upon the sharing of testing

resources between CLBs. If a testing resource is shared by two CLBs, the two CLBs

cannot be tested in parallel. For example, the Parallel Shifter and Barrel Shifter cannot

be tested in parallel in the BIST implementation in Figure I3 because of the sharing

of AR0 and the Data Bus. Testing of the entire design must then be run in several test

sessions because of the test resource sharing. The overall testing time varies with the

arrangement of testing sessions. Thus, test scheduling must be performed in order to

minimize the testing time for a given BIST implementation. The problem of test

scheduling can be stated as follows:

6l
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Find a schedule for running tests such that the test for each CLB is run at least

once and the total time to run the tests of all CLBs is minimized.

In BIDES, test scheduling is performed using the algorithm proposed in [46]. In

the algorithm, a Test Compatibility Graph (TCG) is first constructed based on the

sharing of resources. In a TCG, a node represents a CLB. An edge between two nodes

indicates that testing of the two CLBs can be performed simultaneously. One thing that

should be mentioned in constructing a TCG is that sharing of a PPG should not be

considered as a resource sharing conflict since two different CLBs can be tested by the

same pseudorandom test patterns. For example, the Barrel Shifter and Multiplier can

be tested simultaneously although the PPG AR0 and the Data Bus are used to test both

CLBs. The TCG for the BIST implementation in Figure 13 is shown in Figure 14.

Once the TCG is constructed, the test scheduling problem becomes a clique

partitioning problem since the minimum number of test sessions corresponds to the

minimum number of cliques which cover all the nodes in the graph. Recall that a

clique is a maximal complete subgraph of a graph. However, the basic clique parti-

tioning algorithm does not provide an optimal solution since the testing time of each

CLB is different; each node in the graph has a weight. For this reason, the minimum

number of cliques does not necessarily gives the overall minimum testing time. In

order to consider the weight of each node, an algorithm called the ordered clique

partitioning algorithm is proposed in [46] and used in BIDES. An ordered clique is a

clique in which nodes are sorted in the order of their weight. The first step in the

algorithm is the generation of all ordered cliques and ordered subcliques. Then, the
l

problem becomes a set covering problem [47]. That is, "Find a set of ordered cliques

which covers all nodes in the graph such that the overall testing time is minimized".
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Figure 14. Test compatibility graph for the BIST implementation in Figure 13.
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The details of the algorithm can be found in [46].

Table 3 shows the test sessions for the BIST implementation in Figure 13 which

were scheduled using the algorithm. As shown, the testing of the four CLBs is per-

formed in two test sessions. In BIDES, the number of pseudorandom patterns, i.e.,

testing time, for each CLB must be provided by the designer.

6.2 Evaluation of Hardware Overhead

The major sources of hardware overhead in BH.BO-based BIST come from the

hardware necessary for implementing testing resources, i.e., the PPGs and SARs and

the scan-path. Hardware overhead may also come from any extra data paths and extra

circuitry such as multiplexers for creating the extra data paths. In BIDES, only the

hardware overhead for the testing resources and any extra components is taken into

account. The actual silicon area for extra data paths should also be considered, but it

is very difficult to estimate at the register transfer level without information about the

actual floor plan of the design.

In estimating the hardware overhead for the BIST components, the method pro-

posed in [48] is employed. In the method of [48], various BIST components are

implemented using nMOS and the number of extra transistors needed in each BIST

component is counted. In BIDES, the number of extra transistors is counted based on

the CMOS implementation rather than nMOS and the hardware overhead for each

BIST component is represented using a formula [49]. In counting the number of

transistors in BIST components, we need to consider two cases of BIST component

insertion. If a BIST component is inserted using an existing system register, only the
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Table 3. Result of Testing Time Evaluation.

Scheduled Test Session

Tested CLB Used Registers

ARO
¤

ACC T EXTRA
Session 1 Barr_sh PPG SAR X PPG SAR

Multiplier

Session 2 ALU SAR PPG PPG X SAR

Para_sh

Overall Testing Time = max(TTB„„_,h,TTM„„) + max('I'I‘„„LU,TT,„m_Sh)

= 2645 + 1857 = 4502 (pattems)
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number of additional transistors should be counted. If a BIST component itself is

added to the design, e.g., the SAR EXTRA in Figure 13, then the number of transistors

in the entire BIST component must be counted.

As shown earlier, there are three types of BIST components, PPG, SAR, and

BILBO, in BILBO·based BIST. These three components are constructed based on the

LFSR. Due to the multiple modes of operation of BIST components, it is necessary to

have control logic to properly configure the testing resources in each mode. ln

implementing each component, the control signals for that component are assigned.

Then, the control logic and each stage of the component is designed. In the rest of this

section, we will show the implementation of each component and derive the fomiula

for estimating hardware overhead. The unit of hardware overhead used istheof

transistgrs.

6.2.1 Built-In Logic Block Observer (BILBO)

As introduced earlier, BILBO has four functional modes that can be selected by

two control signals, Bl and B2 (see Table 4). The first mode is the normal register

mode where the BILBO register HCIS as a normal system register. Next, the BILBO

register can be operated as a shift register. In this mode, the BILBO can be used as

part of a scan-path; shifting data from the input, scan-in, to the output, scan-out. The

last two modes are based on the LFSR. Depending on the control signals, the BILBO

can be run as a PPG or as an SAR. The circuit diagram of the BILBO register is shown

in Figure 15. As shown, there are two signals fed to each stage (bit position), normal

DATA IN and the shifted—in signal, i.e., the signal from the previous stage. ln the PPG

and Scan mode, the shifted-in signal is selected. In the SAR mode, the two signals are

EXORed and fed to the D flip—flop. The control logic for selecting signals is included
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Table 4. Control Signals for BILBO.

B1 B2 Modes

O 0 PPG

0 1 Scan

1 0 Load

1 1 SAR

Data Inputs
B1 B2

I

{ I 'I II g{ II
Scan V III | V I V { V g V

I E I
{ FF { FF { FF { FF
{ '

{ I { Scan
L-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. .-.-.-Ä L_ ____I OU!

Outputs

EX—OBed feedback
"·“‘“" First Stage
“‘"’"‘

Regular Stage

Figure 15. BILBO.
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in the first stage. The remaining stages are the same as the first stage except for the

control logic. Therefore, the BILBO can be partitioned into three parts, the first stage,

regular stage, and the EXORed feedback.

In order to implement the BILBO register by modifying the system register, all

circuitry except for the D flip-flops must be added. In Table 5, the additional gates for

the first stage are shown. The number of transistors is counted based on the CMOS

implementation. The CMOS implementation of each gate can be found in [50]. In

order to implement the regular stage, we need to add two AND gates and one EXOR

gate. Therefore, we need total 18 extra transistors per regular stage. The number of

EXOR gates in the feedback path depends upon the primitive polynomial used to

implement the BH„BO. Most of the primitive polynomials have three feedback terms

[12]. Therefore, we assume the use of three EXOR gates (24 transistors) in the feed-

back logic. Then, the total number of additional transistors for an n-bit BILBO will be

Overhead (Modified BILBO) = (n-1) * 18 + 34 + 24.

A BH.BO register that is added to a design only for the purpose of testing is

called an extra BILBO register. In the situation when an extra BILBO register must be

added, the transistor count for the D flip-flop for each stage including the first stage

should be added to the overhead count. The use of a 2-phase latch with an eight-

transistor implementation is assumed. The control logic is designed by simply

excluding the normal operation mode from the modified BILBO register since the extra

BH„BO register does not need to operate normal mode. The first stage of the extra

BILBO register is shown in Figure 16. From the diagram, the overhead for the n-bit

extra BILBO can be derived as

Overhead (Extra BILBO) = (n—l) * 26 + 38 +24.
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Table 5. Overhead for the First Stage of' the Modified BILBO.

Additional Gates No. Of TRs

2 AND 10

1 NAND 4

1 NOR 4

1 Inverter 2

1 EXOR 8

1 MUX 6

B1

Data

¤¤Scan FF
In

B2
EX-OF1ed feedback

B1Figure16. The first stage of extra BILBO.
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6.2.2 Signature Analysis Register

When a register is to be used as an SAR only, not BILBO, the PPG mode of the

BILBO can be excluded. However, two signals, DATA IN and the shifted—in signal

need to be EXORed together since DATA IN signal is an output of a circuit being

tested. Thus, the regular stage of an SAR is identical with the regular stage of the

BILBO. The first stage is changed since the PPG mode is not necessary. Since the

collected signature needs to be scanned-out after testing, the Scan mode is still nec-

essary. The circuit diagram of the first stage is shown in Figure 17. The overhead for

the n-bit SAR can be estimated as

Overhead (Modified SAR) = (n-1) * 18 + 24 + 24. _

If an SAR is used only for testing purpose as in the case of an extra BILBO, only

two operational modes, the SAR and Scan mode are necessary. Thus, a single control

signal is enough. The first stage of the extra SAR is shown in Figure 18. The regular

stage of the extra SAR is implemented by excluding the multiplexer used for distin-

guishing the EXORed feedback signal and the Scan-In data. Note that the D flip—tiop

should be counted as part of the overhead for the extra component. The overhead is

then given by

Overhead( Extra SAR) = (n-1) * 22 + 28 +24.

6.2.3 Pseudorandom Pattern Generator

As mentioned earlier, PPG is just another name for an LFSR. The difference

between an LFSR and a normal shift register is that the LFSR has EXORed feedback

which is shifted into the first flip-flop. If a system register is to be converted into a

PPG, it is only necessary to isolate the normal DATA IN signal and the shifted—in
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signal. Therefore, the regular stage can be implemented by simply inserting a multi-

plexer. It is again assumed that the PPG contains the Scan mode for initialization. The

initial pattem for the PPG can be scanned-in using the scan-path. Then, the first stage

needs only another multiplexer as compared to the regular stage shown in Figure 19

for separating the scan-in signal the EXORed feedback. Hardware overhead for the

n-bit modified PPG is shown below:

Overhead (Modified PPG) = (n-1) * 4 + 16 + 24.

The first stage of the extra PPG with the Scan-mode is shown in Figure 20. The

regular stage of the extra PPG is just a D flip-flop. Therefore, the overhead is

Overhead (Extra PPG) = (rr-1) * 8 + 14 + 24.

6.2.4 Scan Flip-flop

If an n-bit system register is to be transformed into a scan register, it is necessary

to include a 2:1 multiplexer to isolate DATA IN from the scan signal. Therefore, the

overhead for the n-bit scan register is 4n transistors (a 1-bit 2:1 MUX needs 4 tran-

sistors).

6.2.5 Total Hardware Overhead

Using the formulae derived above, the total hardware overhead is estimated by

summing the hardware overhead for the BIST components and the extra components

added to the design. The hardware overhead for each BIST component and the overall

hardware overhead for the initial state in Figure 13 is shown in Table 6. Note that the

register AR1 is not used as a testing resource. It is simply converted into a scan tlip-

flop.
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Table 4. Result of Hardware Overhead Evaluation.

Component Function Hardware

Overhead

(TRS)

ACC PPG(32) 164

P BILBO(32) 616

AR0 BILBO(16) 328

T PPG(l6) 100

AR1 Scan FF(16) 64

EXTRA SAR(32) 734

EXMUX MUX(32) 128

Total Hardware Overhead 2134



Chapter 7

Regeneration of BIST Structure

If the current BIST implementation cannot meet the design objectives, an alter-

native is sought based on the difference between the current state and a goal state.

Since there are two factors in the difference, hardware overhead and testing time, the

search needs to be directed toward one of the following three directions.

1. Both testing time and hardware overhead need to be reduced.
2. Only testing time needs to be reduced.
3. Only hardware overhead needs to be reduced.

Among the above direction options, only two directions, reducing testing time or

reducing hardware overhead, are considered by BIDES. This is because it is almost

impossible to reduce both testing time and hardware overhead simultaneously. As

shown in the example in Chapter 2, there exists a trade-off between testing time and

hardware overhead. Based on the result of an evaluation of the current state, the search

direction, either "reduce testing time" or "reduce hardware overhead", is decided upon

by the designer. Then, a child of the current state is generated. The new state will be

evaluated and the result will be provided to the designer for approval or the initiation

of further modification.

7.1 Reducing Hardware Overhead

Hardware overhead is reduced by reducing the number of testing resources. There

are two kinds of elimination that can take place: removal of a register which is added

for testing purpose only, e.g., EXTRA in Figure 13, and restoration of a normal reg-

ister, which was previously transfomied into a testing resource.

75
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Testing resource elimination starts with the selection of a register to be elimi—

nated. The designer can select a candidate register to eliminate. Otherwise, a register

is selected by BIDES using pre-defined rules. The prime candidate for elimination is

an extra register since it generates the most significant portion of the total hardware

overhead. For the existing registers, the selection is made based on the difficulty of

elimination. Difficulty of elimination is measured by the number of test structures in

which the register is used. In the example design, the extra register EXTRA is selected

first. Next, the register T will be selected because the register T is used only for testing

the Parallel Shifter.

Register elimination is also performed using hierarchical planning. The plan

generated for removing EXTRA is shown in Figure 2l. As shown, the plan generation

starts with the posting of goals on the test structure level using the operator "modi—

fy_ts_without_reg". This operator has two arguments, the register to be eliminated and

the test structure to be modified. In order to eliminate EXTRA, two test structures,

TSB,„_,,, and TSALU, must be modified. Then, the role of the register in the test structure

is identified and the goal is specified on the CUT level. For example, since EXTRA

is the SAR for the ALU, the goal "change_sar_of_cut(ALU)" is posted in order to

achieve the upper level goal "modify_ts_without_reg(TSALU, EXTRA)". The only

possible option to change the SAR of the ALU is to use a feedback testing scheme to

test the ALU since there is no other resource which can be used as the SAR of the

ALU. The use of feedback testing is implemented by allocating the register ACC to

the port OUT of the ALU. This is specified with the operator "al—

loc_reg_to_port(OUT,ACC)". In order to make Barrel Shifter self-testable without

EXTRA, we have two options: the use of P or ACC as the SAR. However, both

options require the addition of a multiplexer in the system data path.
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eIiminate_reg(EXTRA)

m0dify_ts_with0ut_ modify_ts_without_reg
reg(TS ALU,EXTFlA) (TSBM Sh ,EXTRA)
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CU;(ALU) cut(Barr_sh)

use_feedback_ alI0c_reg_to ä|l0C_V@9_l¤

testing(ALU)aIl0c_reg_to
port(OUT,ACC)

Figure 21. Plan for eliminating EXTRA.
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As shown, the plans are generated through the use of abstraction hierarchy.

Therefore, another option for a goal, e.g, eliminate_reg, can be easily added to the goal

tree by defining an operator in each abstraction level. There is no need to change the

control mechanism of BIDES. This is a strong advantage of using hierarchical planning

based on abstraction hierarchy.

As mentioned earlier, a plan to be executed is chosen in the plan analysis step.

For modifying TSALU without EXTRA, the use of a feedback testing scheme is the only

possible option. Therefore, this option is chosen. However, there are two options for

changing the SAR of the Barrel Shifter. Namely, allocate P or ACC. In this case, the

selection is made based on two factors, the type of the candidate registers and the

difficulty of the elimination of newly allocated register. In this specific example, we

need an SAR for the barrel shifter. If a candidate register is already used as an SAR

for another CLB, then no extra circuitry is needed except for an extra path. lf a can-

didate register is used as only a PPG, then we need extra circuitry for converting it

into a BILBO. In other words, the first heuristic used for selection is to select a register

which has the same type. In this way, we can reduce the hardware overhead as much

as is possible. However, for the SAR of the Barrel Shifter, P and ACC are used as an

SAR. Therefore, selection cannot be made using the first heuristic.

The second heuristic is based on the difficulty of eliminating a newly allocated

register. The designer may want to further reduce hardware overhead after the elimi-

nation of the register being considered, i.e., another register may need to be eliminated.

The next candidate register may be the register which was just used to reduce hardware

overhead, e.g., P or ACC may need to be eliminated later. Therefore, when considering

the further elimination of registers, it is better to choose a register that is a part of the
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fewest number of test structures. For example, P is used in two test structures, TSMLU

and TSALU. However, for this example, ACC is also used in two test structures, TSALU

and TSP,„_,,,. In this case, register P is chosen arbitrarily.

The modified design after the elimination of register EXTRA is shown in Figure

22. As shown, the register EXTRA and the extra multiplexer EXMUX are eliminated.

By eliminating these two components, hardware overhead is reduced by 15%. How-

ever, another extra multiplexer is inserted into the system data path. This will degrade

the system performance. Moreover, the modified TSALU needs a fault simulation to

decide on the test length necessary to obtain a satisfactory fault coverage of the ALU

based on the feedback testing scheme. The number of test patterns in the feedback

testing scheme is larger than that of pseudorandom testing. This longer testing time is

indicated by the symbol ot, which is greater than 1.0, in Figure 22. This kind of

information is retumed to the designer with the result of test session arrangement.

If the designer needs to further reduce the hardware overhead, then BIDES tries

to eliminate another register. If a BIST implementation contains no extra register, a

register is selected based on the difficulty of elimination. For example, the register T

will be selected in the example design since T is used only as the PPG of the Multi-

plier. Other registers in the design are involved in at least two test structures. After

selecting a register, the same steps plan generation, plan analysis, and plan execution,

are taken to eliminate the register. The plan generated for eliminating the register T is

shown in Figure 23. As shown, there in only one option, allocate AR0 to the port

Multl of Multiplier. The register ACC seems to be a candidate to substitute for T.

However, ACC cannot be used since test pattems would have to be applied from ACC

through the Data Bus. Notice that the Data Bus is also used by AR0 for providing test
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Figure 22. Modified test structures after eliminating EXTRA
and results of evaluation.
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(b) Modified TSALU

Total Hardware Overhead = 1852 Transistors.

Total Testing Time = 'I'1"„„,_s„ + 'I'1‘M„„ + 'l'I‘,,m_S,, + oc * TTALU

= 332 + 2645 + 209 + ot * 1857

= 3186 + oc * 1857

( ot > 1.0)

Figure 22. Modified test structures after eliminating EXTRA
and results of evaluation (con’d).
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pattems to the port Mult2. If ARO is used as the PPG for the port Mult2, the same

register is used as the PPG for the two different ports, Multl and Mult2, of a single

CLB. Obviously, this is in violation of the constraints expressed earlier on the pseu-

dorandom testing. However, ARO is the only register that can substitute for T.

Therefore, BIDES will allocate ARO, but the problem with using ARO is then related

to the designer. A fault simulation is required to identify the necessary test length since

the same pattems will be applied to the two different ports of the Multiplier. The result

of this elimination is shown in Figure 24.

Register elimination can be continued until no further register can be eliminated.

The example design needs at least three registers for self-testing. Therefore, hardware

overhead cannot be reduced anymore than what is shown in Figure 24. This infomia—

tion is informed to the designer if the designer wants further reduction in hardware

overhead.

7.2 Reducing Testing Time

In attempting to reduce testing time, one restriction is put on the designer by

BIDES. Since hardware overhead is still a major concem for the designer when

incorporating BIST, it is unreasonable to expect a designer to reduce testing time

without regard to increased hardware overhead. For this reason, BIDES only considers

the use of a cascade testing scheme for reducing testing time. As introduced in Chapter

2, the cascade testing scheme can reduce testing time when two modules are cascaded

together through a register. The cascade testing scheme requires that the register

between the two modules under test be an SAR. Previously, this register had been
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Total Hardware Overhead = 1816 Transistors.

Total Testing Time = TTBa„_Sh + B * TTM„„ + T'l‘Pm_Sh + cx * TT,„,_„

=332+B*2645+209+on* 1857

( oc , B > 1.0)

Figure 24. Modified TS„„„ after eliminating T
and results of evaluation.
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transformed into a BILBO in the test structure building step. Thus, the use of cascade

testing to reduce testing time does not require any additional hardware overhead.

Rather the hardware overhead is reduced slightly.

Let us consider the reduction of testing time from the initial state in Figure 13

by using cascade testing scheme. In the example design in Figure 10, the Multiplier is

driving the ALU through the register P. If P is just transformed into just an SAR rather

than a BH.BO, the test patterns applied to the port IN2 of the ALU are the contents

of the SAR, not the pseudorandom patterns. Since the patterns generated by an SAR

can be repeated as mentioned in Chapter 2, the individual testing time of the ALU is

longer than that of pseudorandom testing. However, the ALU is tested in parallel with

the Multiplier, the overall testing time can be reduced.

Cascade testing is implemented by calling the procedure "combine_tss_for_cas-

cade_testing" for the two cascaded test structures as shown below:

combine_tss_for_cascade_testing(TS 1 ,TS2) :-

cascade(TS1,TS2,
1

TS_Driving,TS_Driven,Intennidiate_Reg),

build_cascaded_ts(TS_Driving,TS_Driven,Intermidiate_Reg),

modify_ts(cascade_testing,driving,TS_Driving,Intemiidiate__Reg),

modify_ts(cascade_testing,driven,TS_Driven,Intermidiate_Reg).

The above procedure first checks that the two test structures are actually cas-

caded. If so, the driving test structure, the driven test structure, and the intermediate

register are identitied. This is done by the procedure "cascade". Then, the procedure

"bui1d_cascaded_ts" produces a macre test structure which consists of the two micro
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test structures. Next, the individual test structures are modified so as to perform cas-

cade testing. By defining the macro test structure, the knowledge about cascade testing

can be represented explicitly. The frame representation of the macro test structure

produced is shown below:

frame(test_struct5).

value(test_struct5,is_a,macro_test_struct).

value(test_struct5,test_scheme,cascade_testing).

value(test_struct5,driving_ts,TS„„,,).

value(test_struct5,driven_ts,TSALU).

value(test_sm1ct5,intermidiate_register,P).

The testing time for two cascaded CLBs when using the cascade testing scheme

is max('I'l“M„„, ot * since two CLBs are tested in parallel. The parameter ot

which is greater than 1.0 indicates that the individual testing time of the ALU is larger

than that of pseudorandom testing ('ITALU) since the test patterns of ALU are generated

by the SAR. Therefore, the value of ot must be estimated in order to estimate the

overall testing time. In BIDES, the test length for the ALU, i.e., the value of ot, in the

cascade testing is estimated using a formula which estimates the number of different

pattems generated by SARs [6] as shown below:

log(lTest
Length of ALU = i

logl 1 —;)

The results of modifications performed in order to reduce testing time are shown

in Figure 25. As shown, the use of cascade testing made it possible to test the ALU

with the Multiplier in parallel. However, this causes separate testing of the Barrel

Shifter and the Multiplier since the Barrel Shifter cannot be tested in parallel with the
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Figure 25. Parallel testing of the Multiplier and the ALU using
the SAR (P) as the test pattern generator for ALU.
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ALU because of sharing of register EXTRA. Thus, it requires three test sessions to test

all four CLBs. However, in spite of the increased number test sessions, the overall

testing time is reduced significantly because parallel testing of the Barrel Shifter and

the ALU is now possible. Moreover, testing time is reduced without any additional

hardware overhead. Further reduction of testing time is not possible since there is no

other portion of the circuit where cascade testing can be incorporated.

7.3 Scan-Path Organization

After finding a satisfactory test resource allocation, scan-path organization is

performed. As mentioned earlier, the scan-path is used to test registers and to observe

the collected signatures. In scan-path organization, an attempt is made to set up a

scan—path so that all of the registers in a design are configured as a single shift register

chain. Under this assumption, the problem of scan-path organization is to find an

optimal order of registers so that the wire length of a scan—path can be minimized. This

is the well-known shortest path problem on directed graphs. On a graph, a node cor-

responds to a registers and the cost of an edge corresponds to a geometrical adjacency

between registers.

We fomrulated the problem as the all-pairs shortest paths problem [49] and

Floyd’s algorithm [49] is used for solving the problem. For each pair of registers, the

shortest path which goes through all of the registers is found and the length of the path

is calculated. Then, the path with the shortest length is chosen. Information on registers

adjacency is obtained either from user specitication or from a back~annotation of the

IC layout.
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For the example circuit, the information about the geometrical adjacency between

registers is not available. Thus, we arbitrarily assign values for geometrical adjacency

between registers and the algorithm is applied. The result of the scan-path organization

for the BIST implementation in Figure 13 is shown below:

Scan-In -—> AR1 ——> AR0 ——> T ——> P --> EXTRA —-> ACC —-> Scan—Out

7.4 Control Signal Distribution

In each test session, a register operates in one of the four functional modes, PPG,

SAR, Scan, and the Parallel Load. Since two bits are enough to control these four

functional modes, 2n control lines are sufficient to control n registers. The number of

control lines can be reduced by finding registers which can be controlled by the same

control signals. In BIDES, this reduction of the number of control lines is performed

using the procedure proposed by Kalinowki et al. [51].

As described in [51], n+l control lines are needed to control n BILBOs assuming

that Scan and Parallel Load modes are not operated simultaneously. One line, say C,,

which is distributed to all BH.BOs, is used to distinguish between Parallel Load/Scan

and PPG/SAR and n additional lines, say, Ciz, i=1,2, ..., n, are used to distinguish

between Parallel Load and Scan, or PPG and SAR for each BILBO. Under this

assumption, the procedure of control signal distribution is primarily concemed with the

reduction of the number of C2 control lines. The procedure is illustrated using the test

session arrangement shown in Table 3 .

The main objective of the procedure is simply to find groups of BILBOs, called

control partitions, which can be controlled by the same CZ control lines. In finding a

control partition, additional local control logic for each BILBO is assumed. Two
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BILBOs, ARO and P, can be controlled by the same C2 line, even though the opera-

tional mode in each test session is different. It is called comparable if BILBOs can be

controlled by the same C2 line such as AR0 and P. An example of two BILBOs that

are not comparable is shown in Table 7. These two BILBOs cannot be controlled by

the same signal even with local control logic since the value of C2 should be the same

in session 2 and session 3, but should be different in session 1.

One thing that should be mentioned about control signal distribution is that only

BILBOs, i.e., registers that are used as both PPG and SAR, need to be considered in

finding control panitions. There are three types of registers in BIST other than BIL-

BOs. The first type is a register which is used as a PPG or an SAR, but not both. For

example, the register ACC is used only as a PPG in the test resource allocation in

Figure 13. For this type of register, we do not need to distinguish between modes PPG

and SAR. The mode is fixed in the hardware. Therefore, the C2 signal of any BILBO

can be used to control this type of register. The second type of register is one which

is used only in the testing mode. An example is the register EXTRA. Since this type

of register has just two operational modes, PPG/SAR and Scan, the register can be

controlled by only the C, signal. The last type of register is one such as ARl which

is not used in testing CLBs at all. Since we are assuming the scanning of all opera-

tional registers in a design, there are two functional modes, Scan and Parallel Load, in

this type of register. This type of register can be controlled by the C2 signal of any

BILBO with local control logic.

In the BIST implementation in Figure 13, there are two BILBOs, ARO and P, and

they are comparable. Therefore, we need only two control signals to control all reg-

isters.
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Table 7. Two Incomparable BILBOS.

-

BILBOI BH.BO 2
Session 1 PPG SAR

Session 2 PPG PPG

Session 3 SAR SAR



Chapter 8

Study on Cascade Testing

As introduced in Chapter 2 and Chapter 7, the cascade testing scheme can be

used to reduce testing time as compared to the pseudorandom testing when two CLBs

are casecaded together. The basic idea behind cascade testing is the use of an SAR as

a PPG. However, in order to use an SAR as a PPG, it must be certain that the char-

acteristics of the patterns generated by the SAR should be similar to pseudorandom

patterns. In this chapter, we investigate the characteristics of patterns generated by an

SAR. First, the characteristics are studied analytically. Then, the results of the analysis

are reviwed using experiments with real circuits.

8.1 Background

In digital systems, it is common that one CLB drives another CLB through a

register as shown in Figure 2 in Chapter 2. Conventional pseudorandom testing can be

implemented by transforming the three registers, R1, R2, and R3, into a PPG. a

BILBO, and an SAR respectively, as shown in Figure 2 in Chapter 2. Clearly, the two

CLBs A and B cannot be tested in parallel using the BILBO approach because of the

conflict in the roles imposed on register R2. Two sessions are required to test the two

CLBs. A method of testing the two CLBs in parallel was proposed in [33]. In this

method, the two CLBs are cascaded directly through R2 as shown in Figure 26. R1
e

and R3 are modified to act as a PPG and an SAR, respectively, R2 is not modified

and continues to operate as a normal register. A single signature captured in the

92
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Figure 26. Parallel testing of two cascaded CLBs using a single SAR.
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modified R3 is observed in order to evaluate the overall test of both CLBs. Our

experiments (the results are shown in Section 8.4) indicate that this method suffers low

fault coverage due to the poor observability of CLB A. Moreover, CLB A may not

generate all of the necessary test pattems needed to test CLB B.

Another approach for testing the two CLBs is to use the signature of CLB A as

the test pattem generator of CLB B as introduced in Figure 3 of Chapter 2. Registers

R2 and R3 need to be modified to act only as SARs for CLB A and CLB B, respec-

tively. During testing, the PPG modified from R1 applies pseudorandom patterns to

CLB A and the test responses of CLB A are collected by the SAR R2. At the same

time, the contents of R2 (we call them patterns) serve as test patterns for CLB B.

Signatures of CLB A and CLB B are observed to evaluate the test. The key assumption

employed in this approach is that the patterns generated by the SAR during testing are

close to random patterns.

The research on the use of signature registers as test pättßm generators has been

reported in the literature. Carter reported that the use of SARs as PPGs is an open

problem [52]. Bardell and McAnney reported that SARs were successfully used as test

pattem generators in a multi-chip environment [20]. Krasniewski and Pilarski proposed

a BIST architecture in which a circular shift register chain (not an SAR) generates test

pattems and at the same time collects test responses [53]. Through various experi-

ments, they showed that the architecture is efficient in testing time and hardware

overhead. Beucler and Manner proposed a method in which the SAR of a CLB is used

as a test pattem generator for the CLB itself [7] as in the feedback testing scheme. lt

was claimed that they could achieve reasonably high fault coverage for three combi-

national circuits used for the experiments. A similar method to Beucler and Manner’s

method was proposed by Gannet to test a multiplier [8]. In this method, a circuit,
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called a "feedback processor", was used to collect test responses and to generate test

pattems. Wang and McCluskey showed that SARs can be used as PPGs for BIST

design of sequential circuits [54].

Although various work was done on using the SAR as test pattern generators,

there has been no intensive work reported on the analysis of the approach. The ques-

tion with regard to the use of SARs as PPGs is "How good is an SAR as a test pattern

generator'?". Two aspects, the randomness of the pattüms and the repetition of the same

pattems, are the most critical factors in determining the quality of an SAR as a test

pattem generator. We study these two aspects through analyses in the next section. In

the analyses performed, we do not consider the use of an SAR in the feedback testing

scheme shown in Figure 4. We only consider the case where the SAR of a CLB is

used as a PPG of another CLB as shown in Figure 2 in Chapter 2.

8.2 Characteristics of Patterns Generated by SAR

In this section, we show that the pattems generated by an SAR (which normally

collects and compacts the test responses of a module) are random numbers selected

from the entire range with replacement. As long as the patterns generated by the SAR

do not repeat too frequently, they could be used as pseudorandom test patterns. We

will study this possibility later in this section. The next pattern generated by an SAR,

i.e., the next state of the SAR, is determined by the current state and the input (called

the input pattem) applied to the SAR. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the

probability of applying an particular input pattém to an SAR does not depend upon the

state of the SAR.
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Figure 28 shows the state transition diagram of a 3-bit SAR in Figure 27 when

two inputs are applied. lf the inputs 010, 010, 100, 010, 100 are applied in sequence

to the example SAR in Figure 27, the patterns generated by the SAR are 010, 011,

001, 110, 011 when the initial state is 000. Without detailed analysis, we can say that

these patterns are close to random and the same pattems repeat before the SAR goes

through a complete cycle. It is interesting to note that if only one input pattern is

applied to an n-bit SAR, the SAR behaves like a maximum-length LFSR which gen-

erates 2“-1 pattems. The pattem which is not generated depends on the polynomial

used to implement the SAR and the input pattern applied. For example, the 3-bit SAR

in Figure 27 does not generate the pattem 100 under the application of only one input

pattem 010. Pattem 111 is not generated when the input pattern 011 is applied.

However, when more than one input pattßm is applied to an n-bit SAR, the SAR can

generate all possible
2“

pattems. The next state for a given state of an SAR is distinct

for each input pattCm. For example, in Figure 28, the successor state of state 001 is

state 110 for input pattem 010 and state 000 for input pattern 100. Similarly, the

predecessor state of a given state is uniquely deterrnined for an input pattern. For

example, the predecessor state of state 001 is state 111 for input pattern 010 and state

011 for input pattem 100.

From the above obsewations, we conclude that the following three properties

hold:

Property 1. The number of successor states of a given state of an SAR is equal to the

number of input pattems of the SAR.

Property 2. The number of predecessor states of a given state of an SAR is equal to

the number of input patterns of the SAR.
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Figure 28. The state transition diagram of the 3-bit SAR in
Figure 27 for two inputs.
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Property 3. If the number of input pattems to an n-bit SAR is greater than one, the

SAR can possibly generate all
2“

patterns.

Formal proofs of the properties are not given here, but are available in [55].

The above properties are necessary to investigate the randomness of the patterns gen-

erated by an SAR.

8.2.1 Randomness

Williams ez al. showed that the behavior of SARs can be modeled as a Markov

chain [56]. Let Pii be the probability of state transition from state si to state si. Then,

the state transition diagram of an n-bit SAR can be described by a 2" X 2" matrix,

called gansition probability matrix P = [pii], i, j=1,2, ,2". For example, suppose that

the probability of occurrence of input pattem 010 is 0.25 and the probability of input

pattem 100 is 0.75 for the example SAR in Figure 27. Then, transition matrix P is

obtained as:

0 0 0.25 0 0.75 0 0 0
0.75 0 0 0 0 0 0.25 0

0 0 0 0.25 0 0.75 0 0

P _ 0 0.75 O 0 0 0 0 0.25_
0 0 0.75 0 0.25 0 0 0

0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0.75 0
0 0 0 0.75 0 0.25 0 0
0 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0.75

Let be the probability that an SAR is in state si after k clock cycles, i.e., after

the application of k input patterns to the SAR. A state probability vector of an n-bit

SAR is defined as:

where N is 2^.
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Then, 1t(k) can be obtained using the initial probability vector 1t(0) and the transition

probability matrix P as given below:

rc(k) = ¤(0)P*.

For example, the state probability vectors of the SAR in Figure 28 under the

initial state 000 can be obtained as follows:

rt(1)=1t(0)P =(10000000)P

=(0000.2500.75000)

9 1 3 32 = 1 P = 0 P2 = 0 0————M) M) M) 16 16 16 16 0 Oi

M6) _ 0.9375 1.6875 0.9375 0.9375 0.9375 0.6875 0.9375 0.9375—
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 '

As can be observed from the above state probability vectors, each element of rt(/<)

approaches Q as k increases. This implies that the probability of appearance of each

pattem for an SAR becomes identical after a sufficient number of clock cycles. We

show this aspect using a known property of a Markov process.

A Markov chain is called regular if every state can be reached from every other

state including the state itself regardless of the number of steps it takes. A transition

probability matrix P of a Markov chain is called degbly stochastie if

Xp„,= Xp,;j= l, for all i and j.
lt I:

This means that the sum of each column and each row of P is equal to 1. The fol-

lowing property is known in the study of Markov processes [57].
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If a Markov chain is regular and the transition probability matrix P is doubly

stochastic, then

lim 1t(k)
1 1 1

where N is the number of stat=
li T7

"'

ST.
7 c'k—••· N N N

From Property 1, 2, and 3 shown early in this section, the state diagram of an SAR is

regular provided the number of input pattems is greater than one. Moreover, the

transition probability matrix P of an SAR is doubly stochastic. Hence, we conclude the

following theorem holds:

Theorem 1 (The Law of Large Numbers): For a given n—bit SAR, the probability of

appearance of each pattern becomes 1/2" after a sufficient number of clock cycles,

provided the number of input patterns of the SAR is greater than one.

The above theorem is the Law of Large Numbers. However, the experimental results

in the next section indicate that the number of clock cycles needed for making patterns

random is small enough to say that the patterns generated by an n—bit SAR are random

and they are uniformly distributed over the entire range from O to 2" - 1.

8.2.2 Effectiveness

In the above section, we showed that every pattern of an SAR appears with equal

probability during testing. However, this does not imply that the same patterns do not

appear until every pattern appears at least once. This can be explained with a die

tossing experiment. Suppose we toss a die five times. The probability of appearance of

each number is but the same numbers may appear more than once in the trial.

However, as long as the pattems generated by an SAR do not repeat too frequently,

the SAR could be used effectively as pseudorandom test patterns. We investigate the
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frequency of appearance in the following.

Let D,„ be the number of different pattems among m pattems generated by an

SAR. We define two probabilities P,„(k) and 7t,„(k) using D,„ as follows:

P,„(k) = Prob (Dm = k)

Ä.,„(k) = Prob (D„ =k | D„_l =k -1).

P,„(k) is the probability that k pattems are different among m pattems generated.

7t„,(k) is the conditional probability that the mm pattem generated does not belong to

the previous k-1 different pattems among the m-1 pattems generated. Then, P,„(k) can

be expressed as follows:

P,„(k) = P.„-l(/< —1)7»„.(k) + /’„.-„(/<)(1 — 71„.(k+ 1))

for 1<k<m and 1<m

P„(1) = P„_l(l)(1 — 7t„_(2)) fork =1and2 Sm

P,„(m) = P„__l(m — 1)7t,„(m) for k = m and 2 S m.

The first term of P,„(k) represents the case that
m“‘

pattem generated does not belong

to previous k-1 different patterns among m-1 pattems generated. The second term

represents the opposite case that mm pattem belongs to the previous k different pat-

tems. The average number of different pattems among m pattems generated by an SAR

is the expected value of D,„. The expected value of D,„ is obtained as shown below (A

formal derivation of the equation is given Appendix E):
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Eton = ä /«P„.</«>
k=l

m-l

= E[D,„_l] + X P,„_,(k)7».,„(k + l).
k=l

The expected value of D,„ is the sum of the expected value of D„,_, and the

values obtained by generating one more pattem. It is difficult to find a closed form of

the expected value E [D,„] for general circuits since the conditional probability 7t„„(k)

depends on the current state and the input pattem of the SAR. However, when all 2"

input pattems of an n-bit SAR are equiprobable, a closed form of E [Dm] can be found.

ln the following theorem, we consider SARs in which all input patterns are equi-

probable.
u

Theorem 2. If all 2" inputs of an n-bit SAR are equiprobable, the average number of

different patterns among the m patterns generated is

le2Il

Proof: Since all input pattems are equiprobable, the probability to transit from a given

state to any state is equal to l/2". This means that all 2" patterns can be generated in

the next clock cycle with equal probability l/2“. Hence, the probability that the mm

pattem belongs to the previous k different patterns is k/2“. Thus,

7„,„(k+ 1) = 1-;.

By substituting this into the equation for E [Dm],
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1 m-1 m—l

*2k=l
=l

1
= E[Dm_l] — §E[D,„_1] + 1

— 1 L D 1

Let x(l) denote the sequence such that x(l) = E[D,„_,] , where l = m—l. Then,

the above equation can be written as

1
x(l+1) = (1 — ä;}x(l) + 1.

The application of the z-transform to both sides of the above difference equation gives

1 z
zX(z) — zX(O) = l—— (z) + ———.

2" 1 — z

Since the initial condition x(0) = E[D,] = 1,

2

x(z) = Z1 .
]Z—1+7](Z—1)

2

Taking the inverse z·transform using the Cauchy integral theorem [58] gives

1 1+1
l =

2”
1 — 1-- .M [ 1 2] 1

Since x(l) = E[D,„_,],

II 1
mE[D„_] = 2 (1 —

L1--)Q.E.D.
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The number of different pattems generated by an n-bit SAR for n = 4, 8, 16, 32

(obtained using Theorem 2) and that of a maximum-length n-bit Linear Feedback Shift

Register (LFSR) are plotted in Figure 29. Since the scale of Figure 29 is too small to

show the differences of E [D,„] for the different values of n, only one graph is shown

in Figure 29. In Figure 29, it can be seen that when m is smaller than
2“,

the number

of different patterns of an SAR is close to m. This is the expected result since the

chance of repeating the same pattems is small when a small number of patterns is

generated. This fact also can be shown from Theorem 2 using an approximation rule.

If m <<
2“,

then

Average number of different patterns is

Il 1
m= 2(1 e (1 ei i2II

#(1 · (1·“’¤ll
2

= m.

To measure the effectiveness of an SAR as a PPG let us define the effectiveness

of a SAR as

Effectiveness of a MISR

_ number of different patterns generated—
total number of pattems generated

E [Dm]
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Figure 29. Number of different patterns generated by an n—bit SAR
and an n-bit LFSR.
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Using Theorem 2, the effectiveness of an n-bit SAR for equiprobable input

pattems is plotted in Figure 30. As can be seen in the figure, a SAR can be effectively

used as a PPG provided that a small portion of patterns (among all the possible

patterns) are used. When the input patterns of an SAR are not equiprobable, the graph

in Figure 30 is not applicable. However, the experimental results given in the next

section strongly indicate that the number of different patterns generated by an SAR is

relatively independent of the probabilities of input pattems. Hence, the same graph

could be used to measure the effectiveness of an SAR.

8.3 Experimental Results

8.3.1 Randomness

As mentioned in the previous section, the patterns generated by an SAR become

uniformly distributed after a sufficient number of clock cycles. However, in order to

use an SAR as a PPG effectively, the number of clock cycles needed for the patterns

to be uniformly distributed should be much smaller than the number of all possible

pattems. In other words, the probability vector rc(k) of an n-bit SAR should be close

to its final value

1 1 1
TC = (5;, ,§) for small k.

We define settling time of an n-bit SAR as the smallest value of k such that all

the elements of 1t(k) do not differ more than 5% of the final value 1/2". Two major

factors which determine the settling time of an SAR are the probabilities of occurrence

of the input pattems and the length of the SAR. We conducted two different experi-

ments to observe the effects of these two factors.
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Figure 30. Effectiveness of an n-bit SAR as PPG.
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The first experiment was performed to observe the effect of the probabilities of

the input pattems of an SAR. In the experiment, we selected a certain number of input

pattems randomly and assigned nonzero probabilities to the selected input patterns. The

probabilities of the input pattems that are not selected are assigned to be 0. In

assigning probabilities, we considered two cases, equiprobable input patterns and

non-equiprobable input pattems. For example, when the number of input patterns is

three, the probabilities of occurrence of the three pattems were given as 1/3 for the

equiprobable case. For the non-equiprobable case, the probabilities of occurrence of

input pattems were randomly assigned so that the sum of the probabilities is l, e.g.,

0.1, 0.2 and 0.7 for three input patterns. Using the selected input patterns and their

probabilities, the transition probability matrix P was generated and the probability

vector 1t(k) was computed to find the settling time.

Experimental results for an 8-bit SAR are given in Table 6. For a given number

of selected input patterns, we performed 20 tests. Input patterns and initial state are

selected randomly in each experiment. The probabilities of selected input patterns for

the case of non-equiprobable input patterns are also assigned randomly. The settling

time given in Table 6 is the average of the 20 tests. The entry under the column

heading "ratio" is the ratio of the settling time to the number of all possible patterns

(256 in this experiment).

As shown in Table 6, the settling time decreases as the number of input patterns

increases. When the number of input patterns is greater than 50, the settling time is

less than four clock cycles for both the equiprobable and the non-equiprobable input

patterns. The other observation made from the above experimental results is that the

settling time for the equiprobable input patterns is shorter than for that of the non-

equiprobable input pattems. Howver, the differences are negligible when compared to
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Table 6. Settling Time of an 8-bit SAR.

No. of Input Equiprobable Non-equiprobable

Pattcms Input Pattems Input Pattems

Settling Ratio Settling Ratio

time time

2 8.00 0.0313 23.29 0.0910

3 11.25 0.0439 16.25 0.0635

5 8.30 0.0324 9.35 0.0365

10 6.05 0.0236 6.85 0.0268

20 5.00 0.0195 5.25 0.0205

50 4.00 0.0156 4.00 0.0156

100 3.00 0.0117 3.50 0.0137

150 3.00 0.0117 3.15 0.0123

200 2.45 0.0096 3.00 0.0117

250 2.00 0.0078 3.00 0.0117
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the number of all possible pattems of the SAR.

The second experiment was performed using SARs of various lengths. In the

experiment, the number of input pattems is fixed to three since it gives the longest

settling time for the equiprobable input pattems of an 8-bit SAR (refer to Table 6). As

in the first experiment, 20 tests were performed for each SAR. In each test, initial state,

input patterns, and probabilities were randomly chosen. Experimental results are shown

in Table 7.

As shown in Table 7, the settling times of SARs with the length of nine or

greater are less than 4% of the number of all possible patterns. Moreover, as the length

of SAR increases, the ratio of the settling time to the number of all possible patterns

is decreased. For a 14-bit SAR, the ratio for the non-equiprobable patterns is only

0.14%. It should be noted that the results in Table 7 are obtained when the number of

input pattems is three. In general, the number of output patterns of a circuit, i.e., the

number of input pattems of an SAR, is greater than three. Therefore, the settling time

will be further reduced.

In summary, the settling time of an SAR is decreased as the number of input

pattems increases. The ratio of the settling time to the number of all possible patterns

of an SAR is decreased substantially as the length of the SAR is increased. The

experimental results indicate that the settling time of an SAR is far smaller than the

number of all possible pattems of the SAR. This implies that most of the patterns

generated by an SAR are random.

8.3.2 Effectiveness

An estimate of the number of different patterns generated by an SAR was dis-

cussed in Section 8.2.2. We experimented with a 16-bit SAR for various CLBs. The
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Table 7. Settling Times for SARs with Various Lengths.

Length of Equiprobable Non—equiprobable

SAR Input Patterns Input Patterns

Settling Ratio Settling Ratio

time time

6 9.60 0.1500 14.05 0.2195

7 10.40 0.0813 15.55 0.1215

8 11.25 0.0439 16.25 0.0634

9 12.70 0.0248 16.40 0.0320

10 13.75 0.0134 17.65 0.0172

11 14.15 0.0069 18.55 0.0091

12 14.70 0.0036 19.65 0.0048

13 16.00 0.0020 21.65 0.0026

14 16.60 0.0010 22.80 0.0014
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16-bit SAR was chosen because we believe the number of all the possible patterns for

this SAR (i.e., 65,536) is large enough to obtain meaningful statistical data. The

objectives of the experiment were

1. to test the accuracy of the equation given in Theorem 2 which estimates the

number of different pattems for equiprobable input patterns, and

2. to estimate the number of different patterns for non-equiprobable input patterns.

A block diagram showing the experimental procedure is given in Figure 31. The

PPG in the figure was implemented using a maximum-length LFSR. The size of the

LFSR is equal to the number of inputs of the test circuit. A11 the test circuits used in

the experiments have 16 outputs. While applying pseudorandom patterns to the test

circuit, the outputs of the SAR were obsewed and the number of different patterns

generated by the SAR was counted.

Five test circuits, an 8x8 multiplier, a 16-bit ALU, a 16-bit adder, a 4x16 decoder

and a randomly generated PLA, were used in the experiment. The first three circuits

(multiplier, ALU, and adder) can generate all possible output patterns,
2‘°

different

output pattems. The last two circuits (the decoder and the PLA) can generate only

limited numbers of output patterns, e.g., 16 output patterns for the decoder. The

probability of the appearance of an output pattern depends on the function of the cir-

cuit. Hence, the probability of an input pattern for the SAR is a function of the test

circuit. For the last two test circuits, the probabilities of input pattems for the SAR are

very different depending on the input pattern applied to the test circuit. For example,

during testing of the decoder, only 16 input pattems for the SAR have the probability

1/16 each. The rest of the input patterns have the probability 0. This is because the

decoder can produce only 16 different output pattems.
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The experimental results for the five circuits are shown in Table 8. Each circuit

has two entries for a given number of patterns applied during testing. The top entry is

the number of different pattems generated by the SAR while the bottom entry is the

effectiveness (%) of the SAR as a PPG for the circuit. As shown in Table 8, the

numbers of different patterns obtained from the experiments are close to their esti-

mated numbers for all tiv; girgaits. The effectiveness of the SAR for each circuit does

not differ more than 2.0% from the estimated value. It is interesting that the

probabilities of input patterns of the SAR does not significantly reduce the effective-

ness of the SAR. This is highly desirable since it implies that an SAR generates a

certain number of different random pattems regardless of the characteristics of the

circuit which drives it. From the experiments, the following two observations can be

made:

Observation 1. The equation given in Theorem 2 accurately estimates the number

of different pattems for any number of patterns generated by the SAR.

Observation 2. The probabilities of input pattems of an SAR do not affect the

number of different patterns generated by the SAR.

We were unable to obtain a closed form equation estimating the number of dif-

ferent pattems generated by an SAR for non-equiprobable input patterns. However, the

experimental results strongly indicate that the equation for the case of equiprobable

input pattems is also valid for non-equiprobable input patterns. We conclude this

section by providing the following conjecture:

Conjecture: The average number of different patterns among m patterns gener-

ated by an n·bit SAR is
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Table 8. Experimental Results for the Number of Different Patterns
Generated by 16-bit SAR.

No. of Test Multiplier ALU Adder Decoder PLA Estimates
Pattems

10K 9315 9265 9264 9309 9301 9274
(93.15) (92.65) (92.64) (93.09) (93.01) (92.74)

20K 17256 17256 17300 17350 17376 17236
(86.28) (86.28) (86.50) (86.75) (86.88) (86.18)

30K 24072 24093 24150 24438 24126 24072
(80.24) (80.31) (80.50) (81.46) (80.72) (80.24)

40K 29964 29904 30052 29904 30352 29940
(74.91) (74.76) (75.13) (75.87) (75.88) (74.85)

50K 34925 34975 35065 35545 34010 34975
(69.85) (69.95) (70.13) (71.09) (68.02) (69.95)

60K 39252 39372 39576 40098 39198 39300
(65.42) (65.62) (65.69) (66.83) (65.33) (65.50)
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8.4 A Case Study

In order to investigate the practicality of using the pattems of an SAR as pseu-

dorandom test patterns, we experimented with the design shown in Figure 10 for

various BIST schemes. Figure 32 shows a portion of the design used in the experiment.

To reduce the computation time, the size of data path is reduced by half (from 32 to

16 bits). The Multiplier and the ALU are implemented with 74-series TTL gates. The

Multiplier is implemented using SN74274, SN74275, and SN7483 gates. The ALU is

implemented using SN7418l and SN74182 gates. The 8x8 multiplier and the 16-bit

ALU in Figure 32 have 880 and 354 gates, respectively. The number of single stuck-at

fault classes is 1,255 for the multiplier and 574 for the ALU.

Suppose that the multiplier and the ALU are to be tested using a BIST scheme.

Several different BIST schemes can be applied to the circuit as discussed below.

a) Two session testing

A block diagram for this case is shown in Figure 2 in Chapter 2. The multiplier

and the ALU are tested one at a time. An extra 22-bit PPG is added to drive the left

I6 inputs, five control inputs, and the carry-in of the ALU.

b) Single signature testing

A block diagram for this case is shown in Figure 26. The multiplier and the ALU

are directly cascaded through the register positioned between the two modules. An

extra 22-bit PPG is also needed here for the ALU. During testing, the outputs of the
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multiplier are fed to the ALU. Only the outputs of the ALU are collected by the sig-

nature register for veritication of the test. This scheme needs only one testing session.

c) Proposed scheme I

R2 is extended to be a 38-bit SAR as shown in Figure 33. The patterns generated

by the extended SAR are applied to test the ALU. This scheme also requires only one

testing session.

d) Proposed scheme II

This scheme takes advantage of the original architecture of the chip. The patterns

of the SAR R3 (for the ALU) are fed back to the ALU. An extra 6-bit PPG is needed

for the control inputs and carry-in of the ALU. A single testing session is needed.

We simulated the above four different self-testing schemes. For each method, 20

fault simulations were perforrned using distinct seed numbers for the PPGs. We did

not consider signature aliasing errors in the simulations. Experimental results are

shown in Table 9. For the two session testing the number of test patterns was obtained

by adding the number of test patterns required to test the multiplier and that for the

ALU.

From Table 9, it can be seen that the two session testing schem and both the

proposed schemes I and II achieve 100% fault coverage for all single stuck-at faults.

Single signature testing reaches a fault coverage saturatation only at 64.5%, which is

well below 100%. We observed that on the average 95% of the undetected faults for

the single signature testing reside in the multiplier and the remaining 5% in the ALU.

This was found to be because of the poor observability of the multiplier.
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Table 9. Fault Simulation Result for Various Self-Testing Schemes.

No. of Test BILBO Single Proposed Proposed

Pattems Scheme Signature Scheme I Scheme II

Testing

Average 2,177 > 3000 1,457 1,378

Minimum 830 - 634 721

Maximum 3,619 - 2,531 2,212

Fault

Coverage 100.0 64.5 100.0 100.0

(%)
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Both of the proposed schemes I and II signiticantly reduce the number of test

pattems necessary when compared with that of the two session testing scheme. The

proposed scheme 1 achieves a 33% reduction in the test size while a 37% reduction is

obtained for the scheme II. We observed that the 38-bit SAR for the proposed scheme

I seldom repeats the same pattems. This is because the test size is small when com-

pared with all of the possible pattems for the SAR. For the scheme II, the inputs

applied to the ALU depend on the current state of SAR R3. Hence, this scheme does

not guarantee that the pattems generated by the SAR are uniformly distributed. (The

probability transition matrix P is not doubly stochastic.)

In summary, the experimental results indicate that an SAR can be effectively used

as a PPG regardless of the circuit that drives the SAR, provided the number of test

pattems is relatively small when compared with the number of possible states of the

SAR.



Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 BIDES

9.1.1 Contribution

The central theme in developing BIDES was the consideration of design objec·

tives, i.e., hardware overhead and testing time, in a design system for BILBO-based

BIST. The consideration of design objectives spawned the requirement that the system

must have the capability to explore various BIST structures for a given circuit. Most

of the existing CAD tools for BIST design lack this capability. This requirement

caused the problem of BIST design to be formulated as a search, i.e., find a BIST

structure which can meet the design objectives. A typical search technique for design

problems, an iterative process of regeneration and evaluation, was applied naturally.

The next issue was the implementation of BIDES. The problem of BIST design

is not an optimization problem; the conventional space-time trade-off exists. Therefore,

the problem cannot be solve algorithmically. Moreover, knowledge about the BIST

structures, especially variations of BILBO techniques such as feedback testing and

cascade testing, are required in order to incorporate such BIST structures into a design.

These characteristics of the problem led to the use of knowledge-based expert system

approach.

Since there are several methods to implement a knowledge-based system, the

most suitable method for BIST design had to be chosen. BIDES could have been

implemented with only if-then production rules. However, implementation of the entire

123
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system with the if-then production rules is not very effective since knowledge repre-

sentation is very complicated. Moreover, it is relatively difficult to update the knowl-

edge in if-then production rules since the coded knowledge cannot be easily traced. For

this reason, a more abstract method of knowledge representation was sought. This

resulted in defining the abstraction hierarchy in BIST design. Using the abstraction

hierarchy, hierarchical planning can be applied fairly easily. The ease of implementa-

tion is attributed to the fact that the entire problem can now be divided into several

simplified problems within each abstraction level. Each such problem has a limited

scope. The concept of test structure played an especially vital role in the implemen-

tation of BIDES.

Using the abstraction hierarchy, knowledge about BIST design methods was

represented with operators defined on abstraction levels, i.e., procedural knowledge.

This type of knowledge representation made it easy to understand the design procedure

taken. Furthermore, this methodology in turn leads to an easily modifiable system. The

new knowledge can be added or modified by simply defining new operators.

In summary, the major contribution of the dissertation is that BIDES is capable

of considering a wide variety of BIST structures to be applied to a given circuit. This

capability was able to be implemented easily by using hierarchical planning in con-

junction withe the abstraction hierarchy. The use of hierarchical planning also provides

flexibility for updating the knowledge-base.

9.1.2 Future Directions

BIDES also has some limitations. The first contention issue is the testing of

special structures such as PLAs, RAMs, and ROMs. The self-testing of these structures

requires peculiar techniques rather than just allocating testing resources. It means that

we need another type of knowledge·based system for self-testable design of special
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structures. Other researchers are continuing to work on automatic design of self-

testable PLAs and memory elements. Once this research comes to fruition, the issue is

how to integrate two types of CAD tools for self-testable design, one for special

structures and the other for random logic such as BIDES. One problem in integrating

two types of CAD tools is the difference in levels of abstraction used in the tools. The

self-testable design of special structures requires the circuit modification at rhe gate

level. On the other hand, self-testable design of random logic can be performed at the

register transfer level as is done with BIDES. This means that the insertion of DFT

features must be considered at the register transfer level as well as the gate level.

The second issue is the measures for evaluating a BIST implementation. In

BIDES, the hardware overhead is estimated using a transistor count. However, The

silicon area necessary for any the extra signal paths is not taken into account. We can

obtain only rough estimates for the hardware overhead with the transistor count. Since

hardware overhead is one of the major factors in BIST, the actual silicon area should

be estimated rather than the just transistor count.

The final issue is the scan·path organization. In BH)ES, it is assumed that all

flip-flops are placed in the single scan-path. However, the large number of flip-flops

in the single scan-path can make the testing time fairly long. In this case, the use of

multiple scan-paths must be considered. Moreover, some flip-flops may not be able to

be placed in the scan-path if they are in critical system paths. In this case, we need to

consider the use of partial scan-paths.

9.2 Study on Cascade Testing

An analytical study on cascade testing is also a large part of the contribution of

this dissertation. Through this analytical study, it is shown that a signature analysis

register can be effectively used as a pseudorandom pattern generator when two
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combinational logic modules are cascaded. We have shown that the patterns produced

by a signature analysis register become uniformly distributed. As shown in the

experimental results, the number of clock cycles needed for generating unifomily

distributed pattems, i.e., the settling time, is small compared to the number of all

possible pattems. The settling time depends on the probabilities of appearance of input

patterns in signature analysis registers. However, it has been shown in several

examples that the effect of probabilities is negligible. According to the experimental

results, the ratio of the settling time to the number of all possible patterns is less than

1% for signature analysis registers with a length of 10 bits or more. Moreover, the ratio

is decreased substantially as the length of the SAR is increased. Considering the

number of inputs of typical data path modules in VLSI circuits, the pattems generated

by signature registers can be considered as random pattems.
‘

Another characteristic we have shown is that the patterns generated by signature

registers are rarely repeated when the number of pattems is small compared to the

number of all possible pattems. The behavior of the number of different patterns

generated by signature analysis registers is relatively independent of the probabilities

of appearance of input pattems. In conclusion, we have shown that cascade testing can

be used to reduce the overall testing time because of the two characteristicsz random-

ness of pattems and the rare repetition of the same pattems.

One of the future research problem in this area is to prove the conjecture pro-

vided for the non-equiprobable inputs. Through experiments, it has been shown that

the formula for estimating number of different pattems generated by an SAR is still

valid for the non-equiprobable input case. Recall that the formula was driven for the

equiprobable inputs. However, this has not been proven analytically. Another inter-

esting problem is the use of a signature analysis register as a test pattern generator in
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feedback testing. In cascade testing, the pattems generated by a signature analysis

register are not dependent on the circuit whose signature is collected by the signature

analysis register. However, in feedback testing, the contents of the signature analysis

register are again used for testing the module itself. Using fault simulation experi-

ments, we have shown that feedback testing is a feasible BIST scheme. However, we

still need an analytical study similar to the one performed for cascade testing.
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Appendix A

Prolog Description of Hardware

In this appendix, the Prolog description of the example design in Figure 10 is

provided. The description is translated from the VHDL description in Figure 11.

module(acc,reg,

[inport(d,a1u,output,data,bit_vector(0,31)),

inport(cp,clk,c1k,clock,bit)],

[outpo1t(q,bus_data,bus_data,data,bit_vector(O,15)),

outport(q,para_shift,input,data,bit_vector(0,31)),

outport(q,alu,in1,data,bit_vector(O,31))]).

module(alu,clb,

[inport(in1,acc,q,data,bit_vect0r(0,31)),

inp0rt(in2,mux2,output,data,bit_vector(0,31)),

inport(cntl,ctl_a1u,ctl_alu,cntl,bit_vector(0,3))],

[outport(output,acc,d,data,bit_vector(0,31))]).

module(a1{),reg,

[inport(d,bus_data,bus_data,data,bit_vector(O,15)),

inport(cp,cll<,c1l<,clock,bit)],

[outport(q,bus_data,bus_data,data,bit_vector(0,15))]).

modu1e(ar1,reg,

[inport(d,bus_data,bus_data,data,bit_vector(0,15)),

inport(cp,cl1<,clk,c1ock,bit)],

[outport(q,bus_data,bus_data,data,bit_vector(0,15))]).
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m0du1c(ba1r_shifr,clb,

[inp0n(input,bus_data,bus_data,data,bit_vcct0r(O, 15)),

inp0rt(cnt1,cxl_ba,ctl_ba,cnt1,bit_vcct0r(O,3))],

[0utp0rt(0utput,mux2,in1,data,bit_vcct0r(0,31))]).

m0du1c(bus_data,bus,

[inp0rt(bus_data,para_shift,0utput,data,bit_vcct0r(O,15)),

inp0rt(bus_data,acc,q,data,bit_vcctor(0,15)),

inport(bus_data,arO,q,data,bit_vcct0r(0, 15)),

inp0rt(bus_data,ar1,q,data,bit_vcctor(0, 15))],

[0utp0n(bus_data,mu1t,mult2,data,bit_vcct0r(0,15)),

0utp0rt(bus_data,barr_shift,input,data,bit_vcctor(0,15)),
n

0utp0rt(bus_data,a10,d,data,bit_vcct0r(0,15)),

0utp0rt(bus_data,ar1,d,data,bit_vcct0r(0, 15)),

0utp0rt(bus_data,trcg,d,data,bit_vcct0r(0, 15))] ).

m0du1c(clk,primary_in,[],

[0utp0rt(clk,prcg,cp,c10ck,bit),

0utp0rt(c1k,acc,cp,c10ck,bit),

0utp0rt(c1k,ar0,cp,cl0ck,bit),

0utp0rt(c1k,ar1 ,cp,c10ck,bit),

0utp0rt(c1k,trcg,cp,c1ock,bit)] ).

m0du1c(ct1_a1u,primary_in,[],
[0utp0rt(ct1_a1u,a1u,cm1,cm1,bit_vcct0r(0,3))] ).

m0du1c(ct1_ba,primary_in,[],

[0utp0rt(ct1_ba,barr_shift,cml,cntl,bit_vcct0r(O,3))]).

modu1c(ctl_mux2,prima1y_in,[] ,

[0utp0rt(ct1_mux2,mux2,sc1cct,cnt1,bit)]).

m0dulc(ct1_pa_sh,primary_in,[] ,
[outp0rt(cr1_pa_sh,para_shift,cm1,cnt1,bit_vcct0r(0,3))]).
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m0dulc(mu1t,c1b,

[inp0rt(mult1 ,trcg,q,data,bit_vcct0r(0,15)),

inp0rt(mu1t2,bus_data,bus_data,data,bit_vcct0r(O, 15))],

[0utp0rt(0utput,prcg,d,data,bit_vcct0r(0,31))]).

m0du1c(mux2,mux,

[inp0rt(in1,barr_shift,0utput,data,bit_vcctor(0,31)),
inp0rt(in2,prcg,q,data,bit_vcct0r(O,31)),
inp0rt(sclcct,ctl_mux2,ct1_mux2,cnt1,bit)],

[0utp0rt(0utput,211u,in2,data,bit_vcct0r(0,3 1))]).

m0du1c(para_shift,c1b,

[ir1port(input,acc,q,data,bit_vcct0r(0,31)),
inport(cnt1,ct1_pa_sh,ct1_pa_sh,cnt1,bit_vcct0r(0,3))],

[outp0x1(0utput,bus_data,bus_data,data,bit_vcct0r(0, 15))]).

m0dulc(prcg,rcg,
[inpo11(d,mu1t,0utput,data,bit_vcct0r(0,31)),

inp0rt(cp,c1k,c1k,c10ck,bit)],

[0utp0rt(q,mux2,in2,data,bit_vcct0r(O,31))]).

m0du1c(trcg,rcg,

[inport(d,bus_data,bus_data,data,bit_vcct0r(O, 15)),

inp0rt(cp,c1k,c1k,c10ck,bit)] ,

[0utp0rt(q,mult,mu1t1 ,data,bit_vcct0r(0, 15))]).
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Syntax for Frame Representation of Objects

As described in Chapter 4, the structure of a design is represented using the

abstraction hierarchy. The abstraction hierarchy has four classes of objects: test struc-

ture, CUT, Register and Port. Each object is represented using frames. In this appendix,

the syntax for the frame representation of each object is provided.

In representing a frame, triples are used to represent slot values instead of the

usual two-argument predicates. The syntax is

value(<0bject>, <sl0t>, <value>).

It means that the <slot> of the <object> has the <value>. The name of each object

which is used as the frame name is generated intemally. The name of a frame is not

identical with the original name of the object which is given in the VHDL description.

When an object is referenced in another object, the object is referred to by the frame

name.

B.1 Test Structure Frame

frame(<frame id>).

value(<frame id>, is_a, test_struct).

value(<frame id>, cut, <cut frame id>).

value(<frame id>, test_scheme, <test scheme>).

va1ue(<frame id>, test_time, <no. of test patterns>).
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value(<frame id>, tpg, <list of port—register pair>).

value(<frame id>, sar, <list of port-register pair>).

value(<frame id>, sartpg, <list of port-register pair>).

value(<frame id>, unalloc_ports, <list of po1t>).

The slot "is_a" just represents that the frame is a test structure frame. The "cut"

slot represents the CUT tested in the test structure, which is referred to by <cut frame

id>. The value of the "test_scheme" slot is given according to the testing schemes used

to test the CUT. There are three possible values for the "testing scheme": pseudoran-

dom, feedback and cascade. The "tpg" slot represents the allocation of a test pattern

generator for input ports of the CUT. The value of the "tpg" slot is a list of

port—register pairs. A port-register pair is a list which consists of port and allocated tpg,

e.g., [inportl, reg5]. If an input port does not have any available resource for its test

pattöm generator, the register in the port-register pair is specified as "not_avail" which

implies that the test pattem generator for the input port is not available. If an input

port cannot be allocated due to the constraints of pseudorandom testing, the word

"unallocatable" is used in the position of register. The "sar" slot represents the allo-

cation of signature analyzer for the output ports of the CUT. The value of the "sar"

slot is given in the exactly same manner as the value the "tpg" slot is specified. The

"sartpg" slot is used for the cascade testing or feedback testing in which a signature

analyzer is used as a test pattem generator. The "unalloc_port" slot is asserted when

there is a port which cannot be allocated due to either the constraints or no available

resource. The value of the slot is the list of ports which cannot be allocated.
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B.2 Circuit Frame

frame(<frame id>).

value(<frame id>, is_a, circuit).

value(<frame id>, name, <name of CLB>).

value(<frame id>, test_time,<test time>).

value(<frame id>, inputs, <list of input ports>).

value(<frame id>, outputs, <list of output ports>).

A circuit frame represents a combinational logic block in a design, which is

refeired as a CUT in a test structure frame. The "is_a" slot indicates that the frame is

a circuit frame. The value of the "name" slot is the original name of the circuit, which

is given in the VHDL description. The "test_time" slot represents the number of

required pseudorandom pattems to test the circuit. The value <test time> is given by

the designer. The value of the "inputs" slot is the list of input ports of the circuit. An

element of the list is the name of a port frame. Similarly, the value of the "outputs"

slot is the list of output ports of the circuit. The list also consists of frames for output

ports.

B.3 Input Port Frame

frame(<frame id>).

value(<frame id>, is_a, <"input_port" or "primary_in">).

value(<frame id>, a_pan_of, <circuit frame id>).

value(<frame id>, port_name, <name of port>).

value(<frame id>, size, <size of the port>).
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value(<frame id>, sources, <list of candidate register frames for TPG>).

value(<frame id>, tpg, <allocated register frame as the TPG>).

value(<frame id>, sar_tpg, <allocated register frame as the SAR TPG>).

An input port frame represents an input port of a combinational logic block. lf

type of the port is indicated by the "is_a" slot. If the port is a primary input port, the

value is given as "primary_in". Otherwise, the value of the slot is specified as "in-

put_port". The circuit frame which contains the port is referred by the "a_part_of" slot.

The original name and size of the port are given in the "port_name" slot and "size"

slot, respectively. In the "sources" slot, the register frames which can be used as test

pattem generator for the port are given. There exists a transparent path between a

candidate register and the port. If there is no register which can be used as the test

pattem generator, the value of the "s0urces" slot is specified as "not_avail". For the

primary input ports, the value of the slot is specified as "extemal". When a register is

allocated as a TPG, the "tpg" slot is filled with the allocated register. If the test patterns

for the port are generated by a signature analyzer, i.e., cascade testing or feedback

testing, then the "sar_tpg" slot is filled instead of "tpg" slot.

B.4 Output Port Frame

frame(<frame id>).

value(<frame id>, is_a, <"output_port" or "primary_out">).

value(<frame id>, a_part_of, <circuit frame id>).

value(<frame id>, port_name, <name of the port>).

value(<frame id>, size, <size of the port>).

value(<frame id>,· sinks, <list of candidate register frames for SAR>).

value(<frame id>, sar, <allocated register frame as the SAR>).
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The output port frame is similar to the input port frame. An output port frame

has the "sinks" slot instead of "tpg" slot in an input port frame, which represents the

candidate registers for the SAR of the output port. After, a register is allocated as the

SAR of the port, the "sar" slot is filled. The value of the "sar" slot will be given as

"not_avail" if the port has no available resource for the SAR.

B.5 Register Frame

frame(<frame id>).

value(<frame id>, is_a, register).

value(<frame id>, name, <name of the register>).

value(<frame id>, inport, <name of the input p0rt>).

value(<frame id>, outport, <name of the output port>).

value(<frame id>, gds, <global degree of sharing of the register>).

value(<frame id>, tpg_of, <port which uses the register as TPG>).

value(<frame id>, sar_of, <port which uses the register as SAR>).

A register frame has also "is_a" and "name" slot like other frames. Since a reg-

ister has a single input port and single output port, the name of input port and output

port are stored directly in "inpon" and "outport" slot, respectively. The "gds" slot

represents the global degree of sharing of register which is mentioned in Chapter 5.

Whenever the register is allocated as TPG or SAR, a "tpg_of" slot is asserted. The

value of the slot is the port which uses the register as TPG. Similarly, a "sar_of" slot

is asserted whenever the register is allocated as a signature analyzer.
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Restrictions on VHDL Modeling

The system takes a VHDL description of a design as an input. Then, the VHDL

description is translated into a Prolog description. Since VHDL allows various mod-

eling styles, some restrictions are given in modeling the design using VHDL. As

mentioned in Chapter 4, the design must be described using strict structural modeling,

i.e., component declaration followed by component instantiation, at the register transfer

level. In order to obtain a processable Prolog description of the design, the following

mles must be followed in structural modeling.

l. Modeling Style: Modeling must be done using strict structural modeling which

consists of type declaration, entity declaration, architectural body. The architec-

tural body must be modeled with component declaration, signal declaration and

component instantiation statements.

2. Signal Declaration: In the system, signals are classified into four types: control,

data, bus and clock. Since signal types must be recognized from the description,

the following prefixes must be used in declaring signals in entity declaration and

agohitootoral body:

control: CTL (e.g., CTL_ALU)

bus: BUS (e.g., BUS_DATA)

clock: CLK (e.g., CLK_SYSTEM)

The signals without the predefined prefix will be considered as data.
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3. Component Declaration: There are four types of components in the system:

combinational logic block, register, multiplexer, and memory. In declaring com-

ponents in the architectural body, the component must be one of the tive types.

No other type is allowed, e.g., an individual gate cannot be declared. The

component must also be declared using the following pretixes:

combination logic block: CLB (e.g., CLB_ALU)

register: REG (e.g., REG_ACC)

multiplxer: MUX (e.g., MUX_l6)

memory: MEM (e.g., MEM_RAM)



Appendix D

Examples

In this appendix, test runs on tive example circuits are provided.

D.1 Example 1

The example circuit shown in Figure 34 is used for the first example. Three

different BIST structures are implemented by BIDES. Each BIST structure is shown

below.

D.1.1 Structure 1

The BIST structure shown below is the result of initial state generation.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

CLB A R1 R2 Pseudorandom

CLB B R4 R1 Pseudorandom

CLB C R4 R1 Pseudorandom
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BUS

R1 B3 B4

CLB A CLB C

RQ CLB B

(All data paths are 16-bits wide.)

Figure 34. Example circuit 1.
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• Hardware Overhead

Component Moditication (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRS)

R1 Bu.Bo (16) 328
R2 SAR (16) 318
R3 SCAN (16) 64
R4 TPG (16) 100

• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 1234

Session 2 CLB B 465

Session 3 CLB C 879
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D.1.2 Structure 2

Structure 2 is generated from Structure 1 by eliminating R2 in order to reduce

hardware overhead. The total hardware overhead is reduced from 810 TRS to 784 TRS.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

CLB A R1 R4 Pseudorandom

CLB B R4 R1 Pseudorandom

CLB C R4 R1 Pseudorandom

• Hardware Overhead

Component Modiücation (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRS)

R1 BILBO (16) 328

R2 SCAN (16) 64

R3 SCAN (16) 64

R4 TPG (16) 100
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• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 1234

Session 2 CLB B 465

Session 3 CLB C 879

D.l.3 Structure 3

Structure 3 is generated from Structure 1 in order to reduce testing time. CLB A

is tested in parallel with CLB B by cascade testing scheme.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

CLB A R1 R2 Cascade
(SARTPG)

CLB B R4 R1 Pseudorandom

CLB C R4 R1 Pseudorandom
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• Hardware Overhead

Component Modification (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRs)

R1 SAR (16) 318
R2 SAR (16) 318

R3 scAN (16) 64

R4 TPG (16) 100

• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB C 879

Session 2 CLB A 1245.76

CLB 13 465
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D.2 Example 2

The second example circuit is shown in Figure 35. Three BIST structures are

generated by BIDES.

D.2.1 Structure 1

The BIST structure shown below is the result of initial state generation.

· Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

(Inl) (In2)

CLB A R3 R5 R1 Pseudorandom

CLB B R1 R3 R5 Pseudorandom

CLB C R2 R5 R3 Pseudorandom

As shown above, R3 is allocated as TPG for the port Inl of CLB A. Since there is no

existing path from R3 to the port, an extra 2 X l MUX EXMUX is added to the port

Inl of CLB A.
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V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

W ”
Ä I

F11
R3 R4

@ ®l
V

IN1 IN2 IN1 II'12 ln1 1112

016 A 016 6 0160R5

(All data paths are 16-bits wide.)

Figure 35. Example circuit 2.
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• Hardware Overhead

Component Moditication (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRs)

R1 BH.BO (16) 328

R2 TPG (16) 100

R3 BILBO (16) 328

R4 SCAN (16) 64

R5 BILBO (16) 328

EXMUX 2 X 1 (16) 64

• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 2578

Session 2 CLB B 3584

Session 3 CLB C 1129
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D.2.2 Structure 2

Structure 2 is generated from Structure 1 by eliminating R2 in order to reduce

hardware overhead. However, total hardware overhead is increased due to the modi-

fication of MUX5 into 4 X 1 MUX.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

(lnl) (In2)

CLB A R3 R5 R1 Pseudorandom

- CLB B R1 R3 R5 Pseudorandom

CLB C R1 R5 R3 Pseudorandom

· Hardware Overhead

Component Modification (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRs)

R1 BILBO (16) 328

R2 SCAN (16) 64

R3 BILBO (16) 328

R4 SCAN (16) 64

R5 BILBO (16) 328

EXMUX 2 X 1 (16) 64

MUX5 4 X 1 (16) 128
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~ Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 2578

Session 2 CLB B 3584

Session 3 CLB C 1129

D.2.3 Structure 3

Structure 3 is generated from Structure l in order to reduce testing time. CLB A

is tested in parallel with CLB B by cascade testing scheme. The port In2 of CLB A is

stimulated by pattems generated by R5 which collects the signature for CLB B.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

(Inl) (In2)

CLB A R3 R5 R1 Cascade
(SARTPG)

CLB B R2 R3 R5 Pseudorandom

CLB C R2 R5 R3 Pseudorandom
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• Hardware Overhead

Component Modification (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRs)

R1 SAR (16) 318
R2 rpo (16) 100
R3 1311.130 (16) 328
R4 scAN (16) 64
R5 1311.130 (16) 328

EXMUX 2 x 1 (16) 64

° Test S€SSiOll Al‘l'3I'Ig€Tl]€l]t

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB C 1129

Session 2 CLB A 2630.06

CLB 13 3584
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D.3 Example 3

The third example circuit is shown in Figure 36. Three BIST structures are

generated by BIDES.

D.3.1 Structure 1

The BIST structure shown below is the result of initial state generation.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

(Inl) (H12)

CLB A external Rl R2 Pseudorandom
TPG

CLB B R1 R2 R3 Pseudorandom

CLB C R3 R4 R2 Pseudorandom

Since the port Inl of CLB A is a primary input, the use of extemal TPG is assumed

by BIDES.
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V2
R1 V3
Y

V1 R3 R4

V
lm mz lm mg In1 In2

CLB A CLB B CLB C

R2

(All data paths are 16-bits wide.)

Figure 36. Example circuit 3.
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• Hardware Overhead

Component Modification (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRs)

R1 TPG (16) 100

R2 B11.130 (16) 328

R3 BH.BO (16) 328

R4 TPG (16) 100

• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 569

Session 2 CLB B 384

Session 3 CLB C 1210

D.3.2 Structure 2

When BIDES is asked to reduce hardware overhead, Structure 2 is generated

from Structure 1. Hardware overhead is reduced by eliminating R4 and CLB C is
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tested using the feedback testing scheme. The port In2 of CLB C is stimulated by the

pattems generated by R2 which is collecting the signature of CLB C. Total hardware

overhead is reduced from 856 TRs to 820 TRs.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

(In1) (In2)

CLB A extemal R1 R2 Pseudorandom

TPG

CLB B R1 R2 R3 Pseudorandom
U

CLB C R3 R2 R2 Feedback
(SARTPG)

• Hardware Overhead

Component Modification (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRs)

R1 TPG (16) 100

R2 BILBO (16) 328

R3 BILBO (16) 328

R4 SCAN (16) 64
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·
Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 569

Session 2 CLB B 384

Session 3 CLB C > 1210

Notice that testing time of CLB C is greater than 1210 because of the use of feedback

testing. BIDES cannot estimate testing time of feedback testing.

D.3.3 Structure 3

BH)ES generated Structure 3 from Structure 1 when it is asked to reduce testing

time. CLB B is tested by cascade testing scheme in parallel with CLB C. The port In2

of CLB B is stimulated by R2 which collects the signature of CLB C. Total testing

time is reduced from 2163 to 1779.
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• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

(H11) (1112)

CLB A extemal R1 R2 Pseudorandom
TPG

CLB B R1 R2 R3 Cascade
(SARTPG)

CLB C R3 R4 R2 Pseudorandom

· Hardware Overhead

Component Modification (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRS)

R1 TPG (16) 100

R2 SAR (16) 318

R3 BILBO (16) 328

R4 TPG (16) 100
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• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 569

CLB B 385.13

Session 2 CLB C 1210

D.4 Example 4

The fourth example circuit is shown in Figure 37. Three BIST structures are

generated by BH)ES.

D.4.1 Structure 1

The BIST structure shown below is the result of initial state generation.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

(Inl) (In2)

CLB A R3 R2 R1 Pseudorandom

CLB B R3 R4 R2 Pseudorandom
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V1 V2 V3 V4

In1 In2 In1 In2

cu; A cm 6

(All data paths are 16-bits wide.)

Figure 37. Example circuit 4.
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• Hardware Overhead

Component Moditication (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRs)

R1 SAR (16) 318

R2 BILBO (16) 328

R3 TPG (16) 100

R4 TPG (16) 100

• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 2122

Session 2 CLB B 759

D.4.2 Structure 2

When BIDES is asked to reduce hardware overhead, Structure 2 is generated

from Structure 1. Hardware overhead is reduced by eliminating R1 and CLB A is
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tested using the feedback testing scheme. The port Inl of CLB A is stimulated by the

pattems generated by R3 which is collecting the signature of CLB A. Total hardware

overhead is reduced from 846 TRs to 820 TRs.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

(lnl) (In2)

CLB A R3 R2 R3 feedback
(SARTPG)

CLB B R3 R4 R2 Pseudorandom

• Hardware Overhead

Component Moditication (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRs)

R1 SCAN (16) 64

R2 BH.BO (16) 328

R3 BILBO (16) 328

R4 TPG (16) 100
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• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A > 2122 _

Session 2 CLB B 759

Notice that testing time of CLB A is greater than 2122 because of the use of feedback

testing. BIDES cannot estimate testing time of feedback testing.

D.4.3 Structure 3 '

BIDES generates Structure 3 from Structure 1 based upon the request for

reducing testing time. As shown below, two CLBs are tested in parallel with the cas-

cade testing of CLB A. The port In2 of CLB A is stimulated by R2 which collects the

signature of CLB B. Total testing time is reduced from 2881 to 2157.01

· Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

(Inl) (In2)

CLB A R3 R2 R1 Cascade
(SARTPG)

CLB B R3 R4 R2 t Pseudorandom
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• Hardware Overhead

Component Moditication (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRS)

R1 SAR (16) 318

R2 SAR (16) 318

R3 TPG (16) 100

R4 TPG (16) 100

• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 2157.01

CLB B 759

D.5 Example S
l

The example circuit shown in Figure 38 is used for the last example. Four dif-

ferent BIST structures are implemented by BIDES. Each BIST Structure is shown

below.
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BUS

ZEK H3 H4

CLB A CLB B CLB C

R2

(All data paths are 16-bits wide.)

Figure 38. Example circuit 5.
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D.S.1 Structure 1

The BIST structure shown below is the result of initial state generation.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

CLB A R1 R3 Pseudorandom

CLB B R3 R2 Pseudorandom

CLB C R4 R2 Pseudorandom

• Hardware Overhead

Component Modification (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRs)

R1 TPG (16) 100

R2 SAR (16) 318

R3 BILBO (16) 328

R4 TPG (16) 100
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• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 528

CLB C 824

Session 2 CLB B 336

D.5.2 Structure 2

Structure 2 is generated from Structure 1 by eliminating R3 in order to reduce

hardware overhead. The total hardware overhead is reduced from 846 TRS to 810 TRS.

Testing time becomes greater than 1688 from 1160 of Structure 1.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

CLB A R1 R4 Pseudorandom

CLB B R2 R2 feedback
(SARTPG)

CLB C R4 R2 Pseudorandom
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· Hardware Overhead

Component Modification (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRS)

R1 TPG (16) 100

R2 SAR (16) 318

R3 SCAN (16) 64

R4 BILBC (16) 328

• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 528

Session 2 CLB B > 336

Session 3 CLB C 824

Since CLB B is tested by feedback testing, the testing time for CLB B cannot be

estimated. We need three separate test sessions and it gives the testing time which is

greater than 1688.
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D.5.3 Structure 3

Structure 3 is generated from Structure 2 by eliminating R4 in order to reduce

hardware overhead. The total hardware overhead is reduced from 810 TRs to 764 TRs.

Note that all three CLBs are tested using feedback testing, and each CLB needs sep-

arate test session due to the bus sharing. Thus, the total testing time will be greater

than the sum of testing times of three CLBs, 1688.

• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme -

CLB A R1 R1 feedback
(SARTPG)

CLB B R2 R2 feedback
(SARTPG)

CLB C R2 R2 feedback
(SARTPG)
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• Hardware Overhead

Component Moditication (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRs)

R1 SAR (16) 318

R2 SAR (16) 318

R3 SCAN (16) 64

R4 SCAN (16) 64

· Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A > 528

Session 2 CLB B > 336

Session 3 CLB C > 824

D.5.4 Structure 4

Structure 4 is generated from Structure 1 by eliminating R2 in order to reduce

hardware overhead. The total hardware overhead is reduced from 846 TRs to 820 TRs.

Testing time is increased from 1160 to 1688.
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• Testing Resource Allocation

CLB TPG SAR Test Scheme

CLB A R1 R3 Pseudorandom

CLB B R3 R1 Pseudorandom

CLB C R4 R1 Pseudorandom

• Hardware Overhead

Component Moditication (Size) Hardware

Overhead (TRs)

R1 BILBO (16) 328

R2 SCAN (16) 64

R3 BILBO (16) 328

R4 TPG (16) 100
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• Test Session Arrangement

Tested Testing

CLB Time

Session 1 CLB A 528

Session 2 CLB B 336

Session 3 CLB C 824



Appendix E

Derivation of P,„(k) in 8,2,2

Pm(k) = Pm_l(k - 1)Am(k) + Pm__l(k)(1 - lm(k + 1)), where 2 5 k < m and 2 5 m.

Pm(1) = Pm_1(1)(1 - Am(2)) for k = 1 and 2 5 m.

Pm(m) = Pm_l(m - 1)().m(m)) for k = m and 2 5 m.

Substituting Pm(k) to the expected value E[Dm] =
rjl

kPm(k) gives
k=1

E[Dm] = Pm_l(l)(1 - lm(2)) + mPm_l(m - 1)Zm(m)

-1
+

mj
k[Pm__l(k — 1)Am(k) + Pm_1(k)(1 - „lm(k + 1))]

k=2 m-1
= Pm_1(l) + E kPm_1(k)

m-1 k=2 m-1
+ j kPm_1(k- 1)„lm(k) - j kPm_1(k)„lm(k + 1)

k=2 k=2

- Pm_l,lm(2) + mPm_1(m - 1)Am(m).

m-1
Using the definition E[Dm_1] = j kPm_1(k)

k=l

E[Dm] = E[Dm_1] — Pm_1lm(2) + Pm_1(m- 1)1m(m)

-1 -1

+
mj

kPm_1(k - 1)J.m(k) -
mj

(k - 1)Pm_1(k - 1)lm(k)

k=2 k=3

= E[Dm_1] + Pm_l(1)lm(2) + 1>m_l(m- 1)1m(m)

-1
+

mj
Pm_l(k - 1)}.m(k)

k=3 m_1
= E[Dm_1] + 3 Pm_l(k)1m(k+ 1).

k=1
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